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Words of Welcome 
 
Dear Festival-Goer, 
 
We are pleased to welcome you to the 25th edition of the Festival of Original Theatre (FOOT).                 
The theme this year, Sounding the Inner Ear of Performance , has drawn a rich range of over 60                  
individual and group presentations from across the globe, including musical performances,           
sound installations, academic papers, audio essays, performance-lectures, a blindfolded         
walking tour and a mask workshop. The interdisciplinary mix is sure to tickle your ears, spark                
ideas and inspire the rhythm within. We invite you to take part in the spectrum of offerings                 
through our mixed panels and collage concerts. Open your ears to the resonating vibrations that               
will fill the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies for four full days. What does it                 
mean to sound? To listen? To hear?  
 
We also invite you to take part in the exhibitions for FOOT’s 25th anniversary, as well as the                  
Centre’s 50th anniversary on display in the Gill Theatre lobby (throughout the festival) and at               
Robarts Library (until Jan 31st). 
 
We wish you an enjoyable and provocative sonic festival experience! 
 
Sincerely, 
David DeGrow, Sebastian Samur, Richard Windeyer 
FOOT 2017 Co-Chairs 
 

Production Team 
Paul Stoesser Rebecca Biason Colleen Osborn 
Sharisse Le Brun Tyler MacLennan Suzanne Micallef
Elizabeth Saunder-Brown Ceilidh Carberry Jae MT 
Claire Shenstone-Harris Allyson Foster Eileanor O’Halloran 
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Venues/Locations 
 
FOOT 2017 will unfold across several campus venues associated with the Centre for Drama,              
Theatre and Performance Studies, University of Toronto. 
 
The Luella Massey Studio Theatre  
4 Glen Morris Street. 
 
 
 
The Leonard Common Room (LCR) 
Morrison Hall (100B), 75 St. George Street. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Robert Gill Theatre/Drama Centre,  
214 College Street, 3rd floor. 

 
 
 
 
 
We would also like to acknowledge the sacred land on which the University of Toronto operates.                
It has been a site of human activity for 15,000 years, most recently the territory of the                 
Mississaugas of the Credit River. Takaronto has been stewarded by the Erie, Petun, Wendat,              
and Seneca First Nations, the Anishinaabeg and most recently the Mississaguas of the New              
Credit First Nation. The territory was the subject of the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt                
Covenant, an agreement between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and the Three Fires           
Confederacy (of the Anishinaabeg) to peaceably share and care for the resources around the              
Great Lakes. Today, the meeting place of Toronto is still the home to many Indigenous people                
from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work in the community,                 
on this territory.  

 



 

Brief Schedule 
 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2017  

 
9:00-9:30 Registration and Refreshments Robert Gill Lobby  
 
9:30-11:00 PANEL 1: How do we Listen? Modes of Robert Gill Theatre  

Auditory Reception 
 
11:15-12:45 PANEL 2: Historical Evolutions of Sound Robert Gill Theatre  
 
12:45-1:45 Lunch Break  
 
1:45-3:15 PANEL 3: Headset and Walking Aural Robert Gill Theatre 

Performances 
 
3:30-5:00 PANEL 4: Sound and Technology Robert Gill Theatre 
 
5:00-6:30 Dinner Break  
 
6:45-7:00 Opening Remarks Robert Gill Theatre  
 
7:00-9:00 Collage Concert I Robert Gill Theatre 
 
9:00-11:00 Reception Robert Robert Gill Lobby 
 
 
 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2017 

9:15-9:45 Registration and Refreshments Robert Gill Lobby 

9:45-11:00 PANEL 5: Sound and Gender Studies I Robert Gill Theatre 

11:15-12:45 PANEL 6: Sound and Gender Studies II Robert Gill Theatre 

12:45-1:45 Lunch Break 
Some Installations will open 

 

1:45-3:15 PANEL 7: Musical Theatre and Choral  
Performances 

Robert Gill Theatre 

3:45-5:00 PANEL 8: The Recorded Voice Robert Gill Theatre 

 

 

 



 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2017 

9:00-9:30 Registration and Refreshments Robert Gill Lobby 

9:30-11:00 PANEL 9: Composition Through Sound 
and Oral Material 

Robert Gill Theatre 

11:15-12:45 PANEL 10: Sound and Site-Specific 
Performances 

Robert Gill Theatre 

 Installations (until 6 pm) Robert Gill Lobby, Seminar 
Room, Rehearsal Room 

12:45-1:45 Lunch Break  

1:45-3:15 PANEL 11: Postdramatic and 
Interdisciplinary Sonic Dramaturgies I 

Robert Gill Theatre 

 Mask Workshop (until 3:45 pm) LCR 

 Blindfolded Walking Tour Robert Gill Lobby (tour start)  

3:30-5:00 PANEL 12: Postdramatic and 
Interdisciplinary Sonic Dramaturgies II 

Robert Gill Theatre 

5:00-7:00 Dinner Break  

7:00-10:00 Keynote Artist Presentation Luella Massey Studio  
 
 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2017  

 
9:00-9:30 Refreshments Robert Gill Lobby  
 
9:30-11:00 PANEL 13: Text and Speech Robert Gill Theatre  
 
11:15-12:45 PANEL 14: The Sound of Cultures Robert Gill Theatre  

 

Installations (until 1:45 pm) Robert Gill Lobby, Rehearsal  
Room, Seminar Room  

 

12:45-1:45 Lunch Break  
 
1:45-3:15 PANEL 15: Cultures and Listening Robert Gill Theatre 

 

Blindfolded Walking Tour (rain date) Robert Gill Lobby (tour start)  
 

Installation Performances (1:45 – 3:15) Rehearsal Room  
 

3:30-6:00 Closing Remarks Robert Gill Theatre  
 

Collage Concert II 
 



 

PRESENTERS 

 

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 
 
The Church from Below - Brandon LaBelle 
Drawing upon histories of peace movements in East Germany, the work takes the form of a                
performative installation housed within a former Lutheran Church, now The Luella Massey            
Studio Theatre. It draws out questions of resistance and emancipatory practices, staging a set              
of materials, recordings and documents that act as a greater scenography of the hidden and the                
dispossessed. In particular, the work considers how “the underground” performs to nurture the             
formation of a parallel polis, one that enacts an overall art of survival. From such actions,                
particular discourses and cultural productions are generated, from illegal publishing to a lyrical             
poetics of secret messages. In the case of East Germany, peace workshops and environmental              
protests found support through a network of socially engaged churches, which acted to             
camouflage dissident work. What might such histories and productions suggest in terms of             
contemporary crises and the desires for a new social body? How might the art of survival                
provide a guide for an aesthetics aimed at redistributing the sensible? 
 
Developed in collaboration with the artistic research project Synsmaskin, Bergen Academy:           
http://synsmaskinen.net 
 
Proudly presented at FOOT 2017 through a collaboration with New Adventures in Sound Art:              
http://naisa.ca/ 
 
Brandon LaBelle is an artist, writer and theorist working with sound culture, voice, and questions               
of agency. He develops and presents artistic projects and performances within a range of              
international contexts, often working collaboratively and in public. Recent works include “The            
Living School”, South London Gallery (2016), “The Stranger Seminar”, Liquid Architecture,           
Melbourne (2015), and “Second Culture Session”, Tel Aviv University (2015). He is the author of               
Lexicon of the Mouth: Poetics and Politics of Voice and the Oral Imaginary (2014), Diary of an                 
Imaginary Egyptian (2012), Acoustic Territories: Sound Culture and Everyday Life (2010), and            
Background Noise: Perspectives on Sound Art (2006). He lives in Berlin and is part of the Errant                 
Sound collective. 

 

 

http://synsmaskinen.net/
http://naisa.ca/


 

SOUND INSTALLATIONS, WALKING TOUR AND MASK 
WORKSHOP 

 
 
Visiting Grandpa - Parisa Sabet 

My proposal is to present my original electroacoustic composition at Sounding the Inner             
Ear of Performance, 2017 FOOT festival. Visiting Grandpa is a multichannel soundscape based             
on my memories of my grandfather. It was written when I learned that the Iranian revolutionary                
guard demolished the historic cemetery of Baha'is in Shiraz (Iran), where my grandfather's             
remain, as well as many other Baha'is', were buried. 

This 15-minute long soundscape has a narrator as well as various musical and             
nonmusical sounds/sound effects that have been used to create different atmospheres           
described in the story (http://iranpresswatch.org/post/11314/). The work is designed for 5           
speakers and the audience will experience hearing sounds coming from different directions. The             
technical requirements for presenting this surround composition is 5 speakers. You can listen to              
excerpt of it on my website: http://www.parisasabet.com/compositions/solo 
 
Parisa Sabet is an Iranian composer based in Toronto. Her work covers a broad variety of                
acoustic and electroacoustic music. Parisa’s compositions have a unique and lyrical quality that             
stems out of blending elements of Eastern and Western’s musical languages. She brings a vast               
range of color to her compositions by incorporating varied timbral and instrumental effects.             
Parisa’s repertory consists of pieces written for solo, duo, film music, small, and large              
ensembles. 
Parisa completed her bachelor of music degree in composition at the Chicago College of              
Performing Arts of Roosevelt University and her master's degree in composition at the             
University of Toronto . She has studied composition with Keith Tedman, Kyong Mee Choi, Ka               
Nin Chan, and Stacy Garrop. Currently, she is pursuing her DMA in composition at the               
University of Toronto under the supervision of Christos Hatzis. 
Parisa is a recipient of several grants and scholarships including the 2016 Irene R. Miller and                
Anoush Khoshkish Fellowship in Music, the 2015 Ann H Atkinson Prize in Composition, the              
2014-2015 Ontario Graduate Scholarship, and the John Weinzweig Graduating Scholarship.          
She was also a recipient of a 2013-2014 Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council              
(SSHRC) Canada Graduate Scholarship to research the indigenous music by women in her             
native Iran and to write an original composition related to this theme. 
Professionally, her compositions have won various competitions and have been performed in            
different venues in North America. Parisa’s solo alto flute piece, Nay Nava, won the 2011               
Timothy Munro (eighth blackbird’s flutist) Solo Flute Competition in conjunction with the CCPA             
composition program. In addition, Nawruz for wind ensemble was selected for the 2011 Chicago              
College of Performing Art’s Wind Ensemble Composition Contest and has been broadcast            
several times on Chicago's Classical and Folk Music Radio (98.7 WFMT). Her choral             
composition, Universal brotherhood, was selected by MacMillan Singers to be performed at their             
Contemporary Showcase Concert in 2014. Her recent song cycle, Dance in Your Blood, based              
on three Rumi poems won the Top Prize place at the Violet Archer Composer’s Prize 2014 and                 
will be published in the Plangere Canadian Composers Series. 
 

 



 

“within the Sound of these Waves”  - David Lieberman  
The three hour film is a series of visual texts as an investigation in time, in thoughts and                  

in dreams as we move through the spaces of discovery and imagining. The texts interweave               
original musings and the words of Virginia Woolf in her meditations “The Waves ”.  

The proposition seeks through the choreography of movement, sound, and light to            
investigate the nature of space in its poetic and emotive qualities and to articulately craft the                
boundaries and limits through the use of specific materiality, fabrications, and assemblies, the             
architecture of contemporary cultural practice and political expression, an architecture          
determined by its occupancy and use.  

Research of theme, of context both physical and intellectual, and of compositional intent             
is an act of drawing as thinking, interrogating the ideas and concepts of building and the                
constructed landscape of the city in twenty first century, the age of the Anthropocene . 
  

to draw makes manifest and possible that which we cannot see or hear 
to draw and to construct is to contain and to be pleasured by the temporality of pause 
in movement through time and through space. 

  
In a post cinematic world, creative production transcends the norms of traditional media             

and disciplines. Not unlike the integrated practice of architecture, the practices of fine art and               
performing art are, more often than not, combinatory in their execution and rooted in a               
multiplicity of references. 

Light and sound are palpable materials of architectural containment and are           
simultaneously the principal forms of its occupation. Traditional spatial composition has relied            
upon the surfaces of resistance and reflection; space can be understood as the dissolve and in                
the blur of the visual and the aural at the limits of perception and tactility. 

Current discussions in the academy and in experimental practice are focused on            
responsive architectures and interactive interface; this work posits the concept of generative            
architectures in terms of materials, hybrid systems, and controls through the improvised and             
scripted tenancies as acts of invention and innovation. 
  

There are many thresholds of concern: 
interior to exterior, architecture to landscape, forest to garden, public to private … 

  
Movement through liquid … 
water as a lens to manipulate and to understand both light and sound. 
In glass we find ourselves moving ever so slowly almost to a pause, 
yet still we sense depth and the thickness of surface 
and return to the idea of matter and materiality. 

  
mater  or mother, material, materiality, matter, 
The performative qualities of materiality take precedence over the physical or nominally            

substantive materials of firmness, of softness, of weight, and impermeability, impenetrable in            
their resistance to emotive qualities and the ability to transform. 
  
                                                                      at the edges of sound and light 
                                                                     “the waves broke on the shore”   
Educated in architecture, sculpture, and industrial design at Cornell University in New York, the              
California Institute of the Arts, the California Institute of Technology, and the Architectural             

 



 

Association in London, England, David Lieberman has been a practicing architect and artist for              
over forty years. Projects have included a range of building types including facilities for both fine                
arts and the performing arts and technical consulting on a variety of materials and fabrications.               
Recent publications include research on sustainable architectures, speculative and constructed          
landscapes, and critical works on music, acoustics, sound, and architecture. Gallery and            
museum exhibitions have shown digital landscape paintings and film from a larger work, The              
Alchemist’s Garden, sound performance installations, and utopian propositions of the early           
1970s. Research has, of late, focused on listening to the sounds and desires of the City leading                 
to the construction of a series of large scale instruments. David Lieberman is not a musician,                
but has enjoyed the pleasures of music and is constantly challenged by “the space between               
notes”. 
 
 
Autel - Kendra Jones 

Autel is a performance installation piece first shown at the Royal Academy of Dramatic              
Art in London, in March 2012, and subsequently shown at the Gas Station Arts Centre in                
Winnipeg from October to December 2012. It invites the viewer to experience their own ritual of                
identity, and examine this mask as they look at others, also performing a ritual of identity. The                 
viewer should, after the experience, begin to question the authenticity of their own public              
identity, and those they encounter, along with the authenticity of the experiences they have for               
the remainder of the performances. What are they seeing? How are they responding? Are they               
responding in a specific way that they believe is correct, or that is for the benefit of others? 

Inspired by the work of playwright Jean Genet and composed of a collage of his words                
and those of Antonin Artaud, Autel is an auditory experience which challenges social constructs              
of identity and the way we interact with art.  
 
Kendra Jones is a Winnipeg-born, Toronto-based artist whose work mingles between theatrical            
performance and performance art; her interest lies in pushing the boundaries of what is possible               
in the theatre, and the kinds of discussions that can stem from encounters with theatrical               
creation. She graduated with Distinction from the MA Text & Performance at the Royal Academy               
of Dramatic Art, London, and also holds a BA(Hons) in Theatre Performance from the University               
of Winnipeg. 
Her work, which alternately takes the form of directing, dramaturgy, writing and performing, is              
comprised of a unique blend of dance, physical theatre, and academic argument and has been               
showcased at various festivals in Canada and the UK. Her academic writing has been published               
by Common Ground Publishing, Brunel University and the Humanities Education Research           
Association. She is a company member of Theatre By The River, Artistic Director of her own                
company impel Theatre, and has been an instructor at Prairie Theatre Exchange School and the               
University of Winnipeg Department of Theatre & Film. 
Recently she was assistant director to Steven Schipper for Clever Little Lies at RMTC, and               
co-director for the TBTR smash fringe hit Sea Wall by Simon Stephens, which was the               
Canadian Premiere of the play. Her installation Intersection was an official Illuminate The Night              
selection for Nuit Blanche Winnipeg, and her adaptation of Christopher Marlowe's Edward II was              
produced by Theatre By The River. Her adaptation of Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi called               
Our Sister Duchess which re-frames the classic play in relationship to contemporary feminist             
arguments and digital culture was workshopped and read at the Carol Shields Festival of New               

 



 

Work under the direction of Heidi Malazdrewich and continues to be in development for a full                
production.  
Look for her work as a director with 4.48 Psychosis by Sarah Kane during the 2017 Toronto                 
Fringe for Theatre By The River, and Grief Circus by Crystal Wood this October for               
commonplace theatre.    Full CV available at www.kendrajones.net  
 
 
Audio performance from a frozen lake - Anne-Marie Ouellet and Thomas Sinou 

In June 1968, on a beach in Métabetchouan, Lac Saint-Jean, are found the wreck of a                
fishing shack and a woman's corpse. The police conducts a brief investigation and the body is                
declared unidentifiable. Yet according to the local myth, everyone in town knew who this woman               
was, and who owned the shack. It was the only blue shack, Big Pierre's shack. Since he was                  
married to another, his neighbours kept quiet to avoid publicising the scandal. Some used to say                
that Pierre had tied his lover to the bed, some time mid-April, before abandoning the shack.                
Others said that it had been her who had made the choice to stay there and wait for the ice to                     
melt. In February 2014, the collective L'eau du bain (Anne-Marie Ouellet and Thomas Sinou)              
builds a similar shack and places it on the ice offshore, between Métabetchouan and              
Saint-Gédéon. Anne-Marie settles on the bed to take the woman's place, as if she was getting                
inside her. Meanwhile, Thomas records the sound landscape in order to transport it. 'It's a               
project we imagined: to relive the last days of a woman in a blue shack on the frozen Lac                   
Saint-Jean'. For the FOOT 2017, we will propose a collective expedition in the soundscape of               
that disappearance story. 

 
Anne-Marie Ouellet was born in Alma, Quebec. She completed an interdisciplinary B.A. at the              
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, as well as an M.A. in theatre and PhD in Arts Practices at                  
the Université du Québec à Montréal. She also completed a post-doc with the Canada              
Research Chair for Sound and is currently a professor at the University of Ottawa. 
 
Thomas Sinou was born in Marseille, France. He has a degree from the Institut Supérieur des                
techniques du son. In 2006, he immigrated to Montreal where he works as sound designer and                
chief sound technician at various festivals and concerts. This talent of sound builds media              
installations allowing for various playful interactions between sound, space, performers and           
audience. 
 
Anne-Marie and Thomas founded L’Eau du Bain in 2008 to create theatrical works that are both                
performative and sound-based. Together, they tour and create works outside of traditional            
theatre spaces in order to discover new terrains and characters. L’Eau du Bain shapes reality by                
injecting fiction and gently exposing the intimate details of individuals. Innovative tools are             
created to allow artists working in performance to build shows live with the public. More and                
more, the group works with specific communities. The works of L’Eau du Bain have been               
presented in different cities across Canada, France and Belgium. Having recently moved to             
Ottawa, Anne-Marie et Thomas have begun a series of projects where they are creatively              
promoting listening of Franco-Ontarian communities. 
 
 
Archiving Silence: A Political Experience of Collection - Digital Dramaturgy Lab  

 



 

Concept by Antje Budde with Nazli Akhtari, Berna Çelikkaya, Ziying Gao, Monty Martin, Sanja              
Vodovnik, Richard Windeyer, Amina Holloway, Riaz Mahmood, and friends 
  

(She 
· wants to say something but stops. Eventually she cannot hold back and speaks in an               

indifferent voice.) p.356 
· stops, staring blankly at the detached arm and leg) p.368 
· laughs hysterically, then stops at once) p.418 
· stops and covers her head with her hands) p.404 

- Woman  in Gao, Xingjian "Between Life and Death" 生死界 
  

This project continues our dramaturgical explorations for our larger project "Between Life            
and Death (生死界) - Explorations of Zen and Quantum Physics in/with/through Gao, Xingjian’s             
(高行健) play. Experimental cross-cultural, multi-lingual, mixed-media Zen theatre”. 
  

What we will make: 
1. collect silences (digital recordings) and moments of stillness during FOOT keynotes            

and events; create a podcast of silent memory made available on the internet 
2. collect stories (digital recordings) about silence and silencing by arbitrarily (chance            

encounters) reaching out to FOOT presenters and audiences (use the seminar room for archive              
making) 

3. participatory, multi-lingual game of "Chinese whisper" (also known as "Broken           
telephone") in the Robert Gill lobby, using text from Gao Xingjian's play in divers languages  

Why we will make this: 
http://digitaldramaturgy.wixsite.com/main/upcoming 
The Digital Dramaturgy Lab (DDL) celebrates its 5th anniversary in 2017. Founded in April              
2012, the DDL is a creative and nomadic research initiative of artists, scholars, scientists and               
students in collaboration with the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies at the              
University of Toronto and partners like the Knowledge Media Design Institute(KMDI) at U of T               
and the Computational Arts Department (formerly Digital Media Program at York University. 
The DDL has worked on numerous creative research projects, participated in conferences,            
created university courses and presented free and participatory workshops. It also provides a             
group of doctoral students with time and space for experimentation and lively exchange. 
The latest bigger adventure is the founding of the Institute for Digital Humanities in              
Performance. (idHIP). It's so new, it doesn't have a website yet but already produced two               
projects. 

More info here: http://digitaldramaturgy.wixsite.com/main/about 
 
 
Bear Eats Bear - Lydia Blaisdell, Katie Van Winkle, and Bart Pitchford 

Come prepared for a walk in nature with this drop-in retro-future self-guided            
tape-cassette audio-play. Forget what you know of your world: when was the last time you were                
really alone? 

Bear Eats Bear--half radio play, half immersive post-apocalyptic adventure--is one third           
of Lydia Blaisdell’s BEAR TRILOGY. Apocalypse Radiol receive its world premiere with Theater             
Ninjas in Cleveland, Ohio October, 2016. The Last Great American Bear Hunt was a finalist for                

 

http://digitaldramaturgy.wixsite.com/main/upcoming


 

the O’Neill National Playwrights Conference (2016). For more details:         
http://www.lydiablaisdell.com/ 

After a workshop in Austin, Texas (May 2016), Bear Eats Bear enjoyed its world              
premiere in New York City this September in the party line’s inaugural POP! Festival:              
http://thepartylinepresents.org/ 

Audience participants are each given a set of instructions, a tape player, and             
headphones. They choose their own paths while listening to the tape, and eventually swing              
back and return the materials. 

In both Austin and New York, the audience participants walked outside, whether in             
forests or in city parks. As FOOT takes place in Toronto in February, we suggest that the                 
audience participants walk the underground pedestrian tunnels of the city while listening to Bear              
Eats Bear. 
 
Lydia Blaisdell (playwright) is currently a writer-in-residence at Yaddo and received her MFA             
from the Michener Center for Writers in the spring of 2016. Her play, The Silent Woman, won                 
the 2015 Kentucky Women Writers Conference Prize and has been produced in Lexington, KY              
and Austin, TX. Her immersive retro-future piece, Apocalypse Radio will have a world premiere              
by Theater Ninjas in Cleveland, OH in 2018. Her one-act, Old Broads, was performed at the Off                 
Shoot in Austin, TX in spring 2014. 
She is a proud member playwright of Youngblood at Ensemble Studio Theater (since 2010) and               
the Brooklyn-based writers’ collective, Kristiania. Her play, The Last Great American Bear Hunt,             
was a finalist for the O’Neill National Playwrights Conference (2016). She has also been a               
semi-finalist for Play Penn (2015, 2014), and the Bay Area Playwrights Festival (2013, 2014).              
Her short plays have been performed in Aspen, Austin, Lake George, NYC, and Paris, France.               
Her short, Donna's First Brazilian, is published and licensed by Samuel French, Inc. Lydia              
currently resides in Austin, TX with her puppy, io. www.lydiablaisdell.com 
 
Katie Van Winkle (director) is a Ph.D. candidate and Donald D. Harrington Fellow at The               
University of Texas at Austin. She has also studied at Swarthmore College and as a George J.                 
Mitchell Scholar at the National University of Ireland, Galway. Katie has collaborated as director,              
dramaturg, performer, and writer on over seventy stage and film productions in Austin,             
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Galway, Belfast, and Krakow. She enjoyed a dramaturgy fellowship at            
Center Stage in Baltimore, and performs with many Austin companies, including Physical Plant,             
Rubber Repertory, Salvage Vanguard, Breaking String, Austin Shakespeare, GNAP!, and the           
Hideout Theatre. She made her New York debut in the Rude Mechs’ tour of Dionysus in '69. Her                  
directing credits include new plays, devised work, and the Bacchai of Euripides. Bear Eats Bear               
is her third collaboration with Lydia Blaisdell. 
 
Bart Pitchford (sound design) is a researcher, artist, activist, and a Ph.D. candidate at the               
University of Texas at Austin. His dissertation focuses on performance and citizenship in the              
refugee camps of Zaatari and Azraq in Jordan, where he is currently located conducting              
fieldwork. 
 
 
A House Breathes - Marcia Walker 

A friend of mine, who emigrated from Mexico City to Toronto, insisted that the most               
difficult part of her adjustment to this country was staying inside. “In Mexico, everyone hangs               

 

http://www.lydiablaisdell.com/
http://thepartylinepresents.org/
http://www.lydiablaisdell.com/


 

around on the street. You don’t need to plan anything. If you want to see someone you head                  
outside. Everybody here, they don’t leave their houses. Canadians live indoors.”  

Much of our lives, or at least our private lives, are lived behind closed doors. The public                 
self interacts with the world, makes a living, socializes, but what about the part that settles in at                  
home? How are we different when no one else is around? Who are we at our most unguarded?                  
Who are we around those we love? What do houses hold of a life that no one else sees? If a                     
house recorded a life, what would that sound like? These were some of the questions that                
began my exploration for A House Breathes .  

In this installation I experimented with dialogue (both scripted and improv), interviews,            
historical fact, neighbourhood lore, and the banal background hum that creates the soundscape             
of a home.  
 
Marcia Walker’s writing has appeared in Prism international, Room, Event, Antigonish Review,            
University of Toronto Magazine, The Globe and Mail, CBC radio and The Broken Social Scene               
Story Project by House of Anansi. She has been shortlisted for Prism’s fiction and non-fiction               
prize and was a finalist for the Lascaux Fiction award. Her play, Recess, was part of                
Nightwood’s Write From the Hip playwright development program and the 2016 Groundswell            
Festival. She is the 2016-2017 Jessie London Writer-in-residence and a graduate of both the              
Ryerson Theatre program (performance) and Guelph University’s MFA program. 
 
 
Speech Jammer - Frank Incer 
A “speech jammer” is an effect in which the speaker hears the playback of their voice with a                  
delay attached. By placing the volume of the headphones on as high a volume as possible so to                  
overpower the volume of one’s own voice, the speaker only hears their voice on the delayed                
playback, and as the overlap between voice and playback picks up and continues for as long as                 
you speak, consider the relationship between your own voice and hearing. You can also toy with                
the amount of delay. Try reciting something you’ve memorized, or reading a passage from one               
of the pieces provided!  
 
Frank Incer is a fourth-year student at the University of Toronto majoring in history and in                
theatre. His ambitions lie in sound design, with credits all over University of Toronto. He is                
currently writing an undergrad thesis on sound design as storytelling. He is also a voice actor                
and self-taught 3D animator. “Keep Moving Forward.” 
 
 

Walking Tour - Saturday, Feb 4th - 1:45-3:15PM (Meeting in the Lobby) 
Theatre for the Senses - Jonathan Silver 

Nowadays, architecture is designed for our eyes. But it wasn't always this way. The              
ancient Greeks were hyper-aware of designing for the ear; their amphitheatres were impressive             
feats of acoustical engineering even by today's standards. What happened to multisensory            
architecture–buildings designed for the ears, nose, and skin? 
This lecture-walk will bring participants to a variety of sense-engaging places in            
Toronto–especially theatres–where they will don a blindfold. Unable to see, participants will be             

 



 

able to focus on how built places feel to their non-visual senses. They will come away with a                  
first-hand understanding of what makes a good and bad sensory environment. 

The trouble with vision-centred architecture is that our senses connect us to the world;              
therefore, places that suppress our non-visual senses result in detachment. Theatre that is             
intended inspire social change, civic action, stronger communities or alter our world-view should             
strive to seek its end not simply by presenting ideas, but by presenting them in a venue that                  
enhances their effect. 

During the walk, I will give historical explanations for why architecture has become             
vision-centred. In brief, 

• we have grown into a culture that values appearances over functionality (this theory              
comes from Guy Debord's Society of the Spectacle), 
• attempting to clean up dirty cities (e.g. stagnant water, horse manure, open-air sewers)              
that were breeding grounds for sickness and disease, we over-reacted and created            
sense-sterile cities, 
• Modernist Architecture's conception of humans as rational and analytical creatures           
neglected that we are sensory creatures that exist insofar as we smell, touch, hear, and               
taste the world around us. 
I presented these ideas at the Ontario Association of Architects' Annual Conference            

(2015, 2016), the Toronto Association of Architects' Technical Lecture Series, the Toronto            
Offsite Design Festival, and Jane's Walk (2015, 2016). 
 
Jonathan Silver is a speaker, educator, researcher, writer, urban interventionist and           
down-to-earth philosopher (MA, University of Toronto). He believes that architecture that feels            
good to all our senses is key to a happy, healthy, and civically engaged city. To this end, he                   
leads blindfolded tours of Toronto and created Toronto's first map of publicly accessible green              
roofs and green walls. More of his work can be found at  www.JonathanSilver.ca 
 
 
 

Mask Workshop - Saturday, Feb. 4th - 1:45-3:45PM (in LCR) 
Mask Theatre: Hearing The Voices Of Others Amidst The Sounds Of Silences 

Mask is a heightened style of performance that disallows certain forms of communication             
and demands we discover new possibilities in order to be seen and heard by extending the                
ordinary into the extraordinary. Mask theatre repositions our engagement as both performer and             
spectator, distancing us from what is known while drawing us closer to our shared humanity by                
revealing the familiar in the unfamiliar and connecting us through the visceral experience of              
embodied recognition. 

Working with over 75 masks spanning Neutral, Larval, Expressive, and Character masks            
(created by award-winning Canadian mask designer Melody Anderson) this workshop will           
explore how we communicate both with and without sound, investigating the transformation of             
self and the expression of other voices as well as what is heard when we are speechless - what                   
is present before voice is necessary or after voice is possible. 

This is a fast-paced physical workshop so come prepared to move, explore and play with               
ferocity! 
 

 

http://www.jonathansilver.ca/


 

Sonia Norris is a Toronto-based director, deviser, writer, performer, teacher and scholar            
specializing in mask, clown, physical theatre and devised ensemble creation. Sonia works            
internationally with artists at the Banff Centre for the Arts, Cirque du Soleil, Stratford Festival,               
Birmingham Conservatory, CIRQINIQ, Royal Conservatory of Music, Mortal Coil Performance,          
Young Africa Arts Zimbabwe, HIFA Festival Zimbabwe, Contemporary Circus Arts Festival of            
Toronto, Volcano Theatre, Stellenbosch University South Africa, Dell’Arte School of Physical           
Theatre, and universities and professional training programs across North America. She is            
Artistic Director of The Chaos Factory, an ensemble devising company creating new work             
presenting in Canada, the United States and Africa including The Famous Remains of Piggy              
Palace, The Girlie Show, I Have A Dream!…, and When You Stand Alone. 
Sonia specializes in the creation and dramaturgy of new devised work in theatre, circus and               
clown. Recent directing credits include The Three Girls (Cirqiniq, Kangiqsuijuaq, Nunavik),           
Mona Monae (Montreal Clown Festival), La Ronde (Ryerson Theatre), Yo Luna (Circus YoYo),             
Fragments (Brock University), Viva Cabaret (Rivoli Theatre, Bent Lens, TIFF, World Pride            
2014), Jonathan’s Storm (Ardeleana Opera), Movement Director Cymbeline (Stratford Festival),          
Mask Director Mistatim (Red Sky Performance), Mask Director The Ballad of Weedy Peatstraw             
(Summerworks Festival), Assistant Director Taj (Luminato Festival), Co-Director The Penelopiad          
(Nightwood Theatre). In December 2016 Sonia will travel to South Africa as a Jackman              
Humanities Institute Mellon Fellow to work with Handspring Puppet Company on the            
development of a new production and teach mask and clown at the Barrydale Festival. Sonia               
trained at Ecole Jacques Lecoq, Ecole Philippe Gaulier and the Dell’Arte School of Physical              
Theatre in California. She is a graduate of the Playhouse Acting School and has an MFA in                 
Directing from York University. She is currently pursuing a PhD investigating Clown and the              
Trauma of Happiness at the University of Toronto, Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance              
Studies. 
 
 
 
 

INTERDISCIPLINARY PANEL PRESENTATIONS 

 

Thursday, February 2nd, 2017 

PANEL 1 - How do we Listen? Modes of Auditory Reception 
9:30 - 11:00 - Moderator: Martin Julien 

 
Shaping Music/Performance. About the Role of Listening in the Rehearsal Process           
(Audio Essay) - Katharina Rost 

The rehearsal process has recently again become a central object of study in Theatre              
Studies, primarily from the perspective on a specific kind of aesthetic and artistic knowledge (cf.               
Matzke 2012; Hinz/Roselt 2011; Harvie/Lavender 2010), but these texts mostly lack an            
adequate consideration of the great significance of sound and listening for this process. Music              

 



 

often influences and shapes the energetic level of rehearsals, for example when the musician              
produces a sound in order to create a specific atmosphere. At the same time, the music of the                  
performance is developed through the interaction between musician, actors and the           
director/choreographer. My analyses on the role of sound and listening during the rehearsal             
process will be based on participatory observation (within the context of a dance and a theater                
production), descriptions, recordings and interviews. Basically, the research will aim at the            
dynamics (of energy, power, influence etc.) between the involved groups, revolving around an             
understanding of listening as auditory perception, but also as a specific kind of bodily knowledge               
and an attentional attitude characterized as kinesthetic awareness (cf. Brandstetter 2013).           
Concepts of resonance, affect and awareness are important for my approach, but also the terms               
and concepts that are applied and developed by the musicians themselves. 
 
Katharina Rost has been working as a research assistant at the Department of Theatre Studies               
at the Freie Universität Berlin and teaches bachelor classes in this context. Her PhD-thesis              
“Sounds that matter. On Dynamics of Listening in Contemporary Theatre” will be published in              
winter 2016. It focuses on modes of listening and attention dynamics in contemporary theatre              
performances, considering works by Katie Mitchell, Romeo Castellucci, Forced Entertainment,          
Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller, Thomas Ostermeier, Gisèle Vienne and many others.             
Among her recent articles are “The shaping of ‘good sound’ in handbooks for theatre sound               
creation“ (in: Theatre & Performance Design) and “‘Design sonore‘ contre ‘Bruitage’? Pour une             
conception performative de la création sonore au théâtre“ (in: Le son du théâtre (XIXe-XXIe              
siècle). Histoire intermédiale d’un lieu d’écoute moderne). 
 
 
The Rhythm of Audio-Description: Talking Through Theatre with an Unseen Observer           
and the Dynamics of Displaced Information - Jessica Watkin 

A short overview of the varied options for audio description within Ontario and the              
rhythmic dimensions of each mode, which is traditionally used to bridge the gap between              
audience members who have trouble seeing the entire stage design, detail of movement, and              
movement at all and what is happening on stage. This piece takes into consideration the               
consultation of an absent describer during the performance, juggling two stimuli (on stage             
dialogue and “internal” described descriptions) and how that affects an audience member’s            
experience of theatrical performance. Experimenting with dissonance, cacophony, and the          
delicate design of audio-described performances that enhance a viewer’s theatrical experience.           
Ultimately this piece tackles questions of “too much” information, and when is too much? What               
does it mean to inherently guess how to “enhance” a performance or make it better for                
“everyone,”? And finally, is there a dramaturgical aspect to audio-described performances (let it             
be with headsets, a waterfall of real humans speaking to each other during a live performance),                
or a silent audience that changes the performative nature and overall landscape of theatre? 
  
Jessica is a first-year PhD Student at the University of Toronto’s Centre for Drama, Theatre, and                
Performance Studies. Her research focuses on approaches to creation and theatre space that             
are inclusive for people with disabilities. She currently works on projects engaging with             
Audio-Description around Toronto as a Community Consultant, as well as various Blind            
Organizations to create inclusive programming and leadership opportunities for youth.  
 
 
Cochlea 25  - Sounding. Balancing. - Antje Budde 
 



 

A quick 25 year imbalanced, dramaturgical retrospective of visual sounding strategies in theatre             
and performance 
 

Using case studies from works in Beijing, Berlin and Toronto I will explore the              
paradoxical state of my cochlea and it's impact on my queer, critical making. 
 
Paradox 

"The inner ear contains the sensory organs for hearing and balance. The cochlea is the 
hearing part of the inner ear. The semicircular canals in the inner ear are part of our balance 
system." (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association) 

For decades I've been going through the laborious task of explaining, that people should 
sit, stand, shout at me on my left side, as I can't hear on the right. My inner ears on both sides 
are perfectly fine. My right ear hears, but, due to a severed nerve connection with my brain, I do 
not know that it does. I cannot claim to be partially deaf. I am, but I'm also not. This is a curious 
situation particularly when considering experiential aspects of physicality. My right cochlea is 
clearly having much fun without me (and who, then, is me?). There is an absurdity that made 
me laugh for years and this complicated laughter found its way into my dramaturgical strategies 
and artistic critical making. 
  
Learning 

"By refining knowledge of the facial expression signals that support universal recognition            
and those that convey culture-specific emotions, such questions will have broad impact in fields              
supporting the advancement of cyber-communication and cross-cultural communication        
interfaces (e.g., computer science, engineering, robotics)." Rachael E. Jack "Culture and facial            
expressions of emotion" Visual Cognition, 2013 Vol. 21, Nos. 9–10, p.1275 

It suddenly occurred to me, while sitting in a Mandarin language class in 1988 in East                
Berlin - which caused me great headache both metaphorically and literally - that I heavily rely on                 
reading face expressions while attempting to hear what people say. Depending on gendered             
social norms, environments and cultural value systems, facial muscle movements are used to             
different degrees in different cultures. Both expression and perception are culturally conditioned.            
This turned out to be an interesting challenge. 
  
Making 

"Feminist, queer and antiracist histories can be thought of as histories of those who are               
willing to be willful, who are willing to turn a diagnosis into an act of self-description." Sara                 
Ahmed "Willful Subjects" Duke University Press 2014. E-book, loc 2762. 

I have always been interested in both the politics and aesthetics of hearing/listening and              
how it is related to other senses, to human relationships and to the challenges of dominant                
power structures. It seems to me - not in spite but because I experience landscapes of sound                 
and rhythm in imbalanced ways, that are not conducive to normative types of theatre, space,               
spectatorship and expectation - that I have been engaging in and inventing dramaturgical             
strategies and creative metaphors that could be understood as queer acts of translation             
between the visual, auditory and multi-sensory aspects in theatre and performance. It is a              
critical, a political praxis. And it is fun. 
 
Antje Budde is a queer-feminist scholar-artist and currently Associate Professor of theatre            
studies and cultural communication at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies,             

 



 

University of Toronto. She received her MA and PhD degrees from Humboldt-University Berlin             
but has also studied for three years at the Central Academy of Drama in Beijing. 
Antje is the co-founder of several collaborative performance collectives both in Berlin and             
Toronto. Her major practice-based research since 2012 has been with the Digital Dramaturgy             
Lab (DDL) and the recently founded Institute for Digital Humanities in Performance (idHIP). 

PANEL 2 - Historical Evolutions of Sound 
11:30 - 12:45 - Moderator: Seika Boye 

 
The Disembodied Voice: Melancholic Reactivations of the Erotic. - Patricia Coleman 

I look at present models of disembodied voice in theater and theory with 11/9 in mind, I                 
want to ask how the ear processes the present, both in terms of voices that speak and risk                  
dissolution and voices that master the post-truth era. 

In this paper I provide a brief overview of the disembodied voice as an “as-if” framing of                 
an impossibility, simultaneously in the nineteenth century by the “discovery”of the unconscious            
and by Mallarmé ’s vers libre. Pioneers of psychoanalysis and poets unmoored language to              
liberate it from representation. In the historical avant-gardes, the staging of a voice with no body                
frequently occurred beside a yearning for a technology to exceed language; the unavailability of              
technology was sometimes the reason that staging “failed to signify.” When post-war composers             
return to suggestions of the disembodied in the historical avant-gardes, they do so with              
recording perfected by Nazi Germany. Tape allows neo-avant-gardes to return to the historical             
avant-garde’s “joyous intensities of anxiety and alienation” and further do away with the work of               
art. Yet these disembodied voices suggest a“forgetting” that Franco Berardi tells us can only              
occur under the conditions of prosperity. 

I have dealt elsewhere with the post war avant-garde’s de-terrorization of tape. In this              
paper, I use the questions from previous research to ask about reception of the disembodied               
voices of the present: How on the one hand does forgetting/returning reproduce a jouissance in               
dissociation in the current landscape? How on the other hand do some voices use poetic               
strategies to proliferate into private spaces? How do the two interrupt and cancel each other               
out? 
 
Patricia Coleman is a writer/director, from Brooklyn. Coleman received her MA from CCNY’s             
Creative Writing Program and PhD in Theatre from the Graduate Center. Her dissertation was              
entitled “Rhythmic Juggling: Tracing the disembodied voice of Richard Foreman’s          
Ontological-Hysteric Theater, 1968-2008.” Coleman has published fiction, essays, and         
interviews in Bomb, PAJ, The New Review of Literature, Nedjeljni Vjesnik, Culture Magazine             
and has publications upcoming in POST(blank) and Poetica . She has presented papers on              
sillence, sound and the disembodied voice at ATHE, Le Son au Theatre and MAPAC. She has                
staged 25+ productions at The Kitchen, Chashama, Here, etc. Recently, she staged her own              
site-specific adaptation with soundscape by Richard Kamerman of Euripides' Medea at Brooklyn            
Glass (a glass blowing studio in Gowanus). 
 
 
“Some kind of horrible play”: the recording medium in W. B. Yeats’s The Words upon the  
Window Pane - Ryan Stafford 

Since the advent of sound recording media in the late nineteenth century, the written              
word’s relationship to the recorded voice has been complicated. Many authors and recording             

 



 

artists have explored this relationship, but William Butler Yeats (1865-1939), the Irish poet and              
playwright, is not often thought of as one of them. More widely known for his late Romanticism,                 
occult beliefs, and longstanding interest in spiritualism and automatic writing, Yeats often            
professed antipathy towards technology. Rather than taking him at his word, my paper contends              
that Yeats’s Romanticism and spiritualism point to a theory of technology that reveals much              
about how sound recording media were received by authors in the early twentieth century.  

What traditional functions of writing might the medium usurp? As a technology for storing              
the voice, what advantages might writing hold over records? To demonstrate Yeats’s            
engagement with these questions, I examine his 1934 play The Words upon the Window Pane,               
which is ostensibly about a spiritualist medium who channels the voice of Jonathan Swift at a                
séance. I will argue that it is also a fantasy about the gramophone’s potential to grant access to                  
the past and a nightmare about its capacity to destabilize the human subject. Drawing on               
Friedrich Kittler’s theories of the gramophone, I claim that Yeats portrays the recording medium              
as a threat to writing, but that he also represents drama as a mode of resistance to that threat.                   
For Yeats, plays combine text and ritual in a way that reasserts the author’s pre-eminence over                
the  machine.  
 
Ryan Stafford is a PhD student at the University of Toronto who specializes in transatlantic               
modernism and recorded popular music. His research uses theories of media and textuality to              
explore the cultural exchange between avant-garde modernist writing and the emergent art of             
sound recording in the early twentieth century. How was modernist writing affected by the              
advent of the recording medium, and how in turn were the aesthetics of 1960s popular music                
influenced by the earlier literary experiments of authors such as Ezra Pound and James Joyce?               
These are the questions that keep him up during the day. 
 
 
The Commedia dell’Arte : Sound-in-Performance - Rosalind Kerr 

This paper-presentation addresses the central importance of sound in the creation of the             
Commedia dell’Arte, which emerged as a new performance based art form in the 16th century. It                
will propose that if Flaminio Scala, (1552-1624) famous actor/ company director, producer/            
playwright and champion of the Commedia dell’Arte were alive today he would be a perfect               
keynote speaker. The paper will outline Scala’s theories of acting expressed in his two              
prologues and addressed to the official literary theatre where he claimed that the professional              
actors should supply the rules governing Comedy since they had proven themselves by their              
outstanding performance records. Insisting that words alone did not have the same imitative             
effect as even the smallest gesture made with feeling, he proclaimed that action is far more                
effective than words in making people change their behavior, and that the stage is all about                
activating the senses to elicit deep immersive sensory responses. 

I will attempt to speak for him by using his written-out masterpiece, The Fake Husband               
(1619) to both theorize and enact the ways in which he showed how the Italian professional                
theatre was really dependent on his great company of actors improvising their parts in a range                
of dialects accompanied by actions, gestures and sounds that did not originate primarily from a               
dramatic text. It will use short scenes from the play to capture ways in which the sonic content                  
far exceeds the literal meaning of spoken words and thus required audiences to be attuned to a                 
range of sensory experiences which greatly increased their need to be involved in the              
playmaking process and encouraged them to expand their appreciation of theatre to include             
mask, music, dance, acrobatics, magic, madness, nonsensical language. 
  

 



 

Rosalind Kerr (PhD Drama University of Toronto) is a professor emeritus at the University of               
Alberta, Drama Department. She currently holds a fellowship at the Centre for Reformation and              
Renaissance Studies, Victoria College, University of Toronto. She published The Rise of the             
Diva on the Sixteenth-Century Commedia dell’Arte Stage (University of Toronto Press, 2015),            
and has many articles on the early Commedia dell’Arte. She is currently preparing an edited               
translation of Scala’s Il finto marito (The Fake Husband) for publication. 

PANEL 3 - Headset and Walking Aural Performances 
1:45 - 3:15 - Moderator: Kelsey Jacobson 

 
Down the Hill Entrusts - Deniz Basar 

“Down the Hill Entrusts” was a site-specific play devised by Kumbaracı50 stage about             
the mass urban transformation that is taking place in Istanbul. It was performed only at the                
beginning and at the end of 2012-13 theatre season, since play was outdoors and depended on                
good weather. The rules that the audience was asked to follow were written on key chains that                 
were distributed at the beginning in return of their identity cards: “Don’t ask questions. / Follow                
officials’ orders. / Group won’t wait for you. / Your old key is inoperative. / Give your identity. /                   
Don’t sing. / Thank you for your cooperation [bolding from the original text.].” The group               
devised the piece through the performers’ improvisations on the streets around the stage of              
Kumbaracı50, from which the performance was later made into one collective narrative. The             
audience listened the live monologues through the headphones as they walked with the group              
through the streets of Istanbul. The play was strongly site-specific, where it can’t be carried to                
another site; just as urban transformation cannot carry the urban culture and social relations of a                
society to other spaces. As the play continued, it was slowly revealed to the audience that they                 
are already exiled from the city, and they are collecting the last people to be exiled with them.                  
Audience walked through the streets followed by the performers who were picked up on the way                
after they gave their monologue. This particular technology worked as a tool to single the               
characters out from the crowds of the vibrant and living center of Istanbul, and entrusted these                
precious stories to the audience. 
 
Deniz Başar is a second year doctoral student at the University of Toronto’s Centre for Drama,                
Theatre, and Performance Studies. Her academic interests include public sphere theories and            
how theatre is capable of generating political public sphere. She has a Master’s Degree in               
Modern Turkish History from Bogazici University with her graduation thesis named           
“Performative Publicness: Alternative Theater in Turkey After 2000s”. She had her Bachelor’s            
Degree in Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in Urban Planning. Her award winning play “The               
Itch” was published in Turkish by Mitos-Boyut Publishing House in 2015. In February 2016, her               
play “In The Destructible Flow Of A Monolithic, Vast Moment” was chosen for the Derbent               
project, an independent initiative of Iranian and Turkish Theatre groups. “In The Destructible             
Flow Of A Monolithic, Vast Moment” will be translated to Farsi from Turkish, and will be                
performed by the Iranian Bohemi Theatre group in Tehran and Istanbul. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
Performing listening in Colombia’s post-conflict context. - Luis C. Sotelo 

 
My project The Most Convenient Way Out (Southbank Centre, London, 2014) invites            

participants to walk in silence with a young individual for 15 minutes as they both listen to a true                   
testimony of one youth who was part of rebel/terrorist group Revolutionary Armed Forces of              
Colombia, FARC, but who is now in search for a ‘convenient way out’ of their cycle of violence. 

This intervention aims at discussing The Most Convenient Way Out as a possible model              
for socially engaged artists to combine walking, participatory performance, site-specific          
strategies, documentary theatre, and sound art to engage audiences in global cities with             
questions about what’s happening to young people who end up involved in terrorist acts.              
Particular attention will be paid to the question of what frames of remembering and listening               
may one encounter when performing listening in Colombia’s post-conflict context.  
 
Luis Carlos Sotelo-Castro (PhD) is a Colombian artist-researcher now based in Montreal. He             
holds a CRC in Oral History Performance at Concordia University. His practice is             
performance-based. He creates live environments of memory in collaboration with other artists            
and participants from specific communities and locations. He has done work with and for              
internally displaced people, Indigenous communities, and elderly people both in Latin America            
and in the UK. 
In his current practice-based research, he explores whether and how participatory theatre and             
performance might facilitate listening. The Most Convenient Way Out, an ongoing project on             
listening, performance, and audio-walks in zones of armed conflict was commissioned by the             
International Association for the Study of Forced Migration and premiered in Colombia in July              

 



 

2014. A second version was featured as part of the Why? What’s happening for the young                
festival at London’s Southbank Centre in October 2014. 
 
 
 
 
Multi and Monoculture Theatricalism and the Visual and Aural Experiences of Berkun 
Oya’s Plays - Berna Çelikkaya 

This paper explores the multicultural and monocultural theatrical techniques of the           
Turkish playwright, actor, and director Berkun Oya (b. 1977). In Turkey, Oya’s name is a brand,                
signaling theatrical performance in a small, intimate venue, with cutting-edge use of technology             
where he challenges the fourth-wall metatheatricality. He is a prolific playwright managing his             
own high-tech performance venue between 2010 to 2014, Krek, located within the campus of              
Bilgi University, Istanbul. I will particularly examine the work that he has done with Krek, where                
performances were typically small scale with audiences of 40 to 50 people. Krek’s stage area               
was separated from the audience space, the stalls, with glass; the proscenium was constructed              
with a 4/3 ratio (the dimensions of the camera scale). I will investigate the auditory elements of                 
the play Güzel Şeyler Bizim Tarafta [En: Good Things Are At Our Side]. The audience had                
access to the sounds of the stage through earphones; every sound from every action on stage                
echoed to the audience virtually via the earphones, including the heartbeat and breathing             
sounds of the actors. This achieved a degree of hyper or quasi realism through the               
reverberation and booming enhancements of the sounds system. As there was a slight delay              
between what was seen and what was heard, time and scale were distorted. 

I will celebrate Oya’s theatrical techniques as an insightful Turkish playwright, while            
contemplating the effects of the glass fourth wall and Oya’s oral and aural innovations through               
technology. Were the glass wall and the delay of sound a source of estrangement or intimacy? I                 
will reflect on the hyper-real experience of listening to audio via an un-biological apparatus, the               
microphone and micro-speaker (headphones), that supplant the ear while the actual sounds of             
the actors where blocked from the audience with the glass fourth wall. 
 
Berna Çelikkaya is a Master’s student at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance              
Studies at the University of Toronto. Her interests are contemporary cross cultural theatre and              
dance; Whirling Dervish performances; the use of technology on stage and its transformational             
effects; and the work of Robert Lepage, particularly his plays’ collaborative spirit, and their              
motional and circular staging. She completed a BA in Economics at Süleyman Demirel             
University in Isparta (Turkey) in 2009 and a Master’s Degree in Film and Drama at Kadir Has                 
University in Istanbul in 2015, where her MA thesis was on Canadian Theatre, titled              
"Relationship between Playwriting and Use of Technology in Robert Lepage’s Theatre." In 2014,             
she did field research with Lepage’s Ex Machina Company in Quebec City. She is a new                
member of the Digital Dramaturgy Laboratory at U of T, which works on technology and               
performance, and collaborative creation methodologies. 
 
 

PANEL 4 - Sound and Technology 
3:30 - 5:00 - Moderator: Montgomery Martin 

 



 

 
LISTENERS AT WORK: A Delhi Listening Group Project (Audio Essay) - Sophea Lerner 

The project Listeners At Work is a performative intervention with a playful and serious              
take on the work of listening in which we announce the work we are doing in a way that invites                    
others to join us and turn a fresh ear to a familiar sonic space and the ways in which different                    
kinds of everyday work involve specialised listening skills. Since 2009 Delhi Listening Group has              
worked in the context of a very fast changing urban environment with an emphasis on shared                
listening as an alternative to the map and the plan as way of producing knowledge of the                 
everyday city. 

 
Rakesh from Delhi Listening Group, at work listening in Dakshinpuri 

 
Delhi Listening Group is an initiative of Ankur Society for Alternatives in Education & Phonebox               
Productions. Our work brings together socially engaged listening practices developed through           
participatory educational practice by Ankur over many years with listening based sonic arts             
practices to propose a creative and critical social acoustic ecology of the everyday in Delhi. 
 
Sophea Lerner is an Australian sonic media artist and broadcaster who has spent more than               
twenty years putting technology to innovative and collaborative uses and teaching others to do              
the same. A founding member of Delhi Listening Group, Sophea has spent much of the past                
decade in New Delhi, doing creative research into sound, noise, public space and shared              
listening. 
http://delhilisteners.in 
http://www.ankureducation.net 
http://phonebox.org @phonebox 
 
 
The Politics of Architectural Spaces in Opera in the Age of Technology - Mehrnaz 
Rohbakhsh 

 



 

Throughout the history of opera, sites of performance have been a series of reactions to               
the modes of power of its time. From the birth of opera in the Medici Gardens of Florence, to                   
Wagner’s revolutionary design of the opera house, leading to modernist and contemporary            
opera. 

With an ambiguous hierarchy found in classical music, questions may arise as to who              
may compose opera and where it may be performed, particularly in the present age of               
technology. Spending a year abroad in Florence Italy, I had written an operatic installation titled               
Syzygy, based on the confirmation of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity during WWI. I will address               
the different technological methods I used which enabled me to transcend these political             
boundaries, with the goal of democratizing opera. Different approaches to the process of             
composing will be described, such as practices in sonfication – attempting to translate Einstein’s              
equations into sound, and chance operations, to create a form of classical and electronic music.               
Furthermore, the act of performance will be emphasized and questioned in regards to where              
opera may be performed, focusing on alternative spaces. 

Hence I will examine the history of architectural spaces in opera and how this shifts our                
way of listening; creating a political platform when experiencing opera, through my personal             
account in writing Syzygy. 
 
Mehrnaz Rohbakhsh is an interdisciplinary artist based in Toronto, who focuses on visual art              
and sound. She received her BFA at OCAD University and completed a Post-Graduate             
Certificate in 2016 at the OCADU campus in Florence. Having exhibited her work in Canada               
and Italy, her practice consists of studying the connections between music and astronomy,             
using drawing as a tool to understand the mathematical concepts that underlies them. These              
linear, intricate drawings are preceded by translating mathematical equations into sound. This            
past year, she wrote an operatic installation titled Syzygy, which has been presented in both               
Florence and Toronto in spaces such as apartment shows, art galleries and botanical gardens.              
Upcoming performances will take place in Toronto for the spring and summer of 2017. 
 
 
Ruptures of Audible Breath - Stefanie Heine 

In my paper, I want to investigate instances where breath is made audible by              
technological means in performance and installation art. The very precariousness and liminality            
of breath as something between inside and outside as well as life and death becomes               
perceptible to a heightened degree when the physiological process meets audio technologies. I             
am particularly interested in the conjunction of what is considered a usually invisible and              
unnoticed bodily precondition of voice and inanimate media in the context of art. Antonin Artaud,               
whose ideas of a new form of theatre anticipated performance art, imagines a unique, physical               
language beyond words immediately aimed at the senses. This ‘language’ consisting of sound,             
cries and breaths should establish a direct contact between actors and audience. My paper              
focuses on more recent works that upset such a notion of unity and immediacy through voice                
and audible breath and rather stress the ruptures of relationality and direct contact via breath by                
confronting the audience with mediated respiration. In Marina Abramovič’s and Ulay’s Breathing            
In / Breathing Out , a fusion of in- and exhalation turned out to be fatal: the performers breathed                  
each other’s air until they nearly collapsed due to a lack of oxygen. That the performers’                
breathing was amplified by microphones underlined the impossible union through breathing, as            
the audience did not hear it in an immediate way. In the breathing space created by Kimsooja at                  
the Venice Biennale 2013, visitors entered room whose mirror-covered floor and ceiling            
reflected the incoming light back and forth perpetually, and which was pervaded by the artist’s               

 



 

recorded respiration. The breath heard appeared as externalised, rendered anonymous, and           
seemed to merge with the utterly disorienting exhibition space that rather expelled than             
integrated the humans who entered. 
  
Stefanie Heine studied English, Philosophy and Comparative Literature at the University of            
Zürich. She was a Research and Teaching Assistant at the Department of Comparative             
Literature in Zurich. After completing her PhD (cf. Visible Words and Chromatic Pulse. Virginia              
Woolf’s Writing, Impressionist Painting, Maurice Blanchot’s Image. Wien: Turia + Kant, 2014),            
she started working on a post-doc project on the poetics of breathing and she is now a                 
postdoctoral fellow at the University of Toronto (Centre for Comparative Literature). 

Relevant publications: Variations 23. Tanz / Dance / Danse. Marie Drath, Stefanie Heine,             
Clemens Özelt, Reto Zöllner (Eds.). Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2015; Die Kunst der              
Rezeption. Marc Caduff, Stefanie Heine, Michael Steiner (Eds.). Bielefeld: Aisthesis, 2015 [on            
participation and reception]. 

 

Friday, February 3rd, 2017 

PANEL 5 - Sound and Gender Studies I 
9:45 - 11:00 - Moderator: Lisa Aikman 

 
Matters of Drag: Lip Sync, Gesture and Embodiment in Toronto - Ryan Persadie 

In the twentieth century, the art of drag queens, traditionally read as female             
impersonation, has been critiqued by some gender studies scholars such as Frye (1983) and              
Raymond (1996) as a mockery of womanhood. As such, drag performance, mostly practiced by              
homosexual men, has been contested as a perverse, misogynistic, queer mockery of            
conventional femininity. However, these conventions of this Western ideology are rooted in            
Eurocentric ideals of heteronormativity, gender roles and constructions of masculinities and           
femininities. Furthermore, the tendency to adhere to "realness" in drag, as explored in Bailey's              
(2011) work, can be found in queer performance arenas and stages across North America. In               
this case, effective drag artistry achieves an illusion of a cis(gender)-passing female whereby             
drag "characters" exist in isolation from their male actors. However, the drag scene situated              
within Toronto, Ontario offers different narratives of theatre, voice, queerness, identity and            
gender. 

Through ethnographic fieldwork and interviews conducted with local drag artists, this           
paper analyzes and explores Toronto's drag scene and the roles gender expression, voice and              
materiality carry in performance, and as a resource in negotiating queer Canadian identity.             
Staged against the hierarchy of achieving realness, I argue that drag queens create personas,              
not characters, whereby queer identities are displayed through body, gesture, and vocality            
during lip-sync to display expressions of the "self" and form bonds between audience and              
queen, a relationship I consider in this paper. Expanding upon Actor-Network theory (Latour             
2005) and the literature on "musical personae" (Auslander 2006), I also suggest that drag artists               
do not use objects such as the voice and social media as extensions of the body but rather, as                   
"things" that carry pivotal roles to the "materialized body", significant to the drag personas              
embodied on the Canadian stage. 

 



 

 
Ryan Persadie is a masters candidate in Ethnomusicology and Sexual Diversity Studies at the              
University of Toronto. He holds a Honours Bachelor of Music with specialization in Music              
Education from the University of Western Ontario and a Bachelor of Education from the Ontario               
Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. His research investigates the              
relationships among popular musics of the Caribbean, identity, social justice and queerness            
(especially within drag culture). Other research interests reflects his training as a music educator              
where does work within social justice education, culturally responsive pedagogy and           
ethnomusicology in the music classroom. 
 
 
Hysterical Discourse: The Undoing of Hearing and Reorganization of Listening - Jenn 
Cole 

In the Salpêtrière documents, the gravity of institutional violence committed against           
female patients at the level of representation is undeniable. This paper works to express the               
overt and subtle damages done to hysterical women in Charcot’s hospital: public and private              
bodily harm, sexual violation, dismissal, objectification, use, exposure, reduction.         
Simultaneously, I seek to draw attention to the hysteric’s resistance to these phenomena. So              
often, it is simply by being herself that the hysteric points to the inherent weaknesses in these                 
systemic modes of violence. 

In the nineteenth-century medical spectacle of pain and power, terminology spun out an             
anxious series of words to try to negotiate the hysteric’s dynamism. Doctor Charcot was              
verbose, but medical description was the tiniest intervention into the hysteric's life, barely             
touching the truth of her, barely grasping the potential truths of her condition. By contrast, the                
hysteric babbled poetically, cried out, murmured to invisible others, dreamed vividly and aloud,             
refusing to use the language of medical positivism and making language express what it              
ordinarily doesn't, including its own limitations. She revelled in wayward signification. The            
hysteric draws attention to the performative force of the inarticulate utterance by overturning her              
use-value, making her body-as-prop into a body-that-sounds. 
This paper traces how she taught me a new way of listening. 
  
Jenn Cole is a Post Doctoral Fellow at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies                
at the University of Toronto. Her work focuses on the cultural history of hysteria and the                
hysterics’ modes of resistance to misogynist medical spectacle. Her other published writing is             
about the political force of inarticulacy, the activist elements of intimacy created by imperfect              
storytelling and feminist performance adaptations. Her current performance practice explores          
storytelling, autobiography and sharing food together as an expression of vulnerability and            
relational exchange that is pivotal as we try to cultivate a sense of home. 
 

PANEL 6 - Sound and Gender Studies II 
11:15 - 12:45 - Moderator: Cameron Crookston 

 
Winnie's Waltz: Liebestod, Femininity, and Musicality in Beckett's Happy Days (Audio           
Essay) - Shane Thorn 

 



 

When Samuel Beckett conceived his play Happy Days (1961), he asked himself who             
could endure the most painful hardship imaginable. His answer? "Only a woman." Beckett, as              
playwright and director, developed a penchant for putting his characters and actors in physically              
(as well as existentially) excruciating positions, all while ordering every theatrical event with the              
temporal precision of a composer. 
Beginning with her lower half confined in a mound of soil, Winnie, the woman in question, ends                 
the play buried up to her neck. At a moment of almost-union with her long-unseen husband,                
Winnie sings, "it's true, it's true, you love me so!", in this moment transcending her confinement                
and drifting off finally to sleep (or death), when... briiiing! It is the bell again, she is awakened,                  
and the play ends, only to continue unending after the curtain. This unending Love-death              
echoes a previous Liebestod in Richard Wagner's opera Tristan und Isolde, as Isolde,             
motionless near her lover's body, sings herself into a state of transfiguration as the curtain falls. 

Happy Days begins in a stage of advanced stasis, drawing out the process of              
Love-death ad infinitum across Winnie's gradually-increasing state of confinement. Beckett's          
work represents a minimalist Gesamtkunstwerk, a Wagnerian attempt to focus each theatrical            
parameter toward a single auteuristic articulation. In Happy Days, Beckett continues a practice             
of representing the female figure as the site of aesthetic-spiritual transcendence, a practice             
effected through music and informed by Arthur Schopenhauer's philosophy of music as            
bypassing worldly illusion to access true reality. The sound of Winnie's and Isolde's voices,              
however, are not only the sounds of symbolic Woman; they are also the real cries of real                 
performers. In this audio paper, we will hear them through the rack of sound and soil. 
 
Shane Thorn is a second-year PhD student in theatre at the University at Buffalo. His               
dissertation research explores the relationship between strategies of musical transcendence          
and the role of women as both male-constructed figures and performers of these figures on               
stage in works from Goethe to Beckett. He recently presented a paper on musical structures in                
Samuel Beckett's Footfalls at ACLA 2016 and was a panelist at a symposium on Richard               
Wagner and the apocalypse at University at Buffalo in 2016. His previous training is in music                
composition, voice, and sound design. 

 
 
The Female Gaze of Snapchat - Orly Zebak 

Despite The New York Times proclaiming the female gaze is evolving into a             
documentation of “raw frankness” (Worthham) by female millennial artists, the female gaze            
remains to be a construction of innocence, youth, beauty, and a whole lot of sex. Men may have                  
marketed the “ultimate” female image, but it is millennial women who continue to cultivate man’s               
imagery to the masses through a sonic and visually pixelated fantasy inducing application called              
Snapchat. The application turns its target market of tweens, teens, and young women into cute               
deers, dogs, and glamazon pop queenz with voices of sultry appeasement. The female is not               
only putting on another face, but is removing her voice for one known to be pleasing to the ear                   
of man. Through a close analysis of the social media app in juxtaposition to the portrayal of                 
woman in past and present society and culture - with appearances from Hillary Clinton, Cindy               
Sherman, the female as told through the literary works of Philip Roth and Vladimir Nabokov’s               
Lolita , Netflix’s The Crown and LOVE magazine and their annual LOVE advent calendar- I will               
expose the raw dismal frankness of females reinforcing the glass ceiling themselves.  
  

 



 

Orly Zebak, is a multidisciplinary artist and a recent graduate from the University of Toronto;               
where she was the designer behind Hello From the Rain (UC DRAMA), Valkyrie (UC DRAMA),               
and What She Said (22 Troubles/UC Follies). Most recent design credits include TOUGH!             
(Canadian Rep Theatre), Dreams (Canadian Rep Theatre), she is currently working on the set              
for The Clean House (Alumnae Theatre). In her spare time Orly enjoys writing, watching too              
many episodes of  I Love Lucy, and baking some mean cheesecakes. 
 
 
Female Identity and Self-Expression Through the Songs of Weimar Cabaret. - Adi 
Braun 

In 1919, for the first time in German history, women were given the right vote. This had a                  
great impact on women’s overall visibility, role and status in society. From housewife to              
prostitute, from flirtatious coquette to gender-bending social activist, women sought to be seen             
and heard. The arts played a pivotal role in bringing the many faces of the newly liberated                 
German woman to the forefront and nowhere was this felt more profoundly than on the stages                
of Berlin cabarets. 

Two of the most well-known cabarets in Weimar Berlin were managed by women who              
were also leading cabaret vocalists: Rosa Valetti’s “Café Groessenwahn” and Trude           
Hesterberg’s “Die Wilde Buehne” were recognized as significant literary and political cabarets            
and were also home to several other female cabaret legends such as Blandine Ebinger and               
Margo Lion. The reigning queen of comedic song - Claire Waldoff - could be heard in her                 
unmistakeable Berliner dialect at the “Scala” and the “Wintergarten”, two of the cities grandest              
vaudeville theatres. The songs they sang were as diverse as each performers herself and              
ranged in topic from vamp and murder ballads to parodies about every-day life and              
socio-political issues.  

This paper examines female identity and self-expression in three key areas – as club              
and venue managers, as cabaret vocalists and as harbingers of social change. Through audio              
samples and live performance, I will illustrate the diversity of their repertoire and performance              
styles as well as demonstrate the difference between a classical and cabaret-style approach to              
singing. 
 
Adi Braun is a versatile “cabarazz” singer/songwriter with a long list of concert and theatre               
successes to her credit. She has performed in major venues in Canada, the United Stated and                
Europe, and has released four critically acclaimed CDs. A second-year doctoral candidate at             
the Faculty of Music, University of Toronto, Adi’s research focuses on female cabaret vocalists              
of the Weimar era. A new CD which will feature her own cabaret songs as well as the music of                    
Kurt Weill will be unveiled in 2017. A sought-after voice teacher and coach, Adi is particularly                
well-known for her work in German diction and Lieder interpretation for singers.             
www.adibraun.com 
 

PANEL 7 - Musical Theatre and Choral Performances 
1:45 - 3:15 - Moderator: Maria Meindl 

 
Opening the Choir: singing at the "dancing place" at the limits of per/reception with the               
Workcenter's Open Program - Myrto Koumarianos 

 

http://www.adibraun.com/
http://www.adibraun.com/


 

The Open Choir , the current work-in-progress of the Open Program of the Workcenter of              
Jerzy Grotowski and Thomas Richards, is an immersive, participatory, sung and danced            
performance event, where participants are invited to partake as much or as little as they feel                
comfortable or compelled to (whether that is by entering the joyous fray, 'just' observing, or               
anything in between). The event is dynamic: singing is explored in action, in movement (some               
improvised, some choreographed), lead by the Open Program and their collaborators, guiding            
participants at various levels of proficiency ranging from first-time passersby to Open Choir             
regulars. 

In the rhetoric of Grotowski and the Workcenter (since 1986), the musical material with              
which Workcenter actors work has special vibratory qualities that may allow the performer to              
engage in a very deep process, working with impulses and associations that can be awakened               
by the song. Thus this work can function as a 'vehicle' for discovering elements of life and                 
organicity that are fundamental to the performer's craft. After decades of intensive practical             
research on the actor's craft in 'lab' conditions, behind closed doors, starting in 2003 the               
Workcenter began offering public performances and later workshops; now the Open Program            
seems to be throwing those doors ever wider to invite interested participants to enter this work                
directly. [For more information on the Workcenter, visit: http://www.theworkcenter.org.] 

Having participated in numerous iterations of the Open Choir (including in New York,             
Italy, and Brazil) since its debut in 2014, I will orchestrate an unlikely encounter: bringing my                
embodied experience to a (counterpuntal?) conversation with some unlikely interlocutors… 
 
Myrto Koumarianos is a doctoral candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance              
Studies in the collaborative program with the Women and Gender Studies Institute at the              
University of Toronto. Before falling in love with drama/theatre/performance, Myrto studied           
psychology, philosophy, languages, and literature during her extended undergraduate studies at           
York University. The common theme in her various wa/onderings has been a love for learning,               
feeling, and singing. She writes poetry, sings and dances up a storm, and loves to get entangled                 
in all kinds of performance experiments. Her SSHRC-supported doctoral research pertains to            
the work of the Open Program: a team of international actors undertaking performance research              
and practice at the Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski and Thomas Richards in Italy. Having spent               
time apprenticing with the team, in her dissertation Myrto enters and investigates that work at               
the intersection of something she calls 'prayer' and something known as 'performance.' 
 
 
Why We Are Here -- in Calgary! - Martin Julien 

Nightswimming theatre’s pop-up community choir project, Why We Are Here!, co-created           
by Martin Julien and Brian Quirt, is a presentation that is deeply tied to notions of space, land,                  
and locale. An exploration of how a spontaneous community of singers might engage with a               
particular urban location through sound and movement, Why We Are Here! is designed so that               
each three-hour iteration of its communal life occurs at a unique site within the city. Over two full                  
seasons of performances in Toronto, we have occupied museums, greenhouses, galleries,           
churches, gardens, commercial venues, and even a ferry boat! For One Yellow Rabbit’s High              
Performance Rodeo performance festival of 2017, Nightswimming was invited to produce three            
versions of our choral “happening” over the span of a week. As non-residents of Calgary, Julien                
and Quirt are making their first foray into programming within an urban environment of which               
they have only a limited knowledge and relationship. As well, a resident artist who oversees the                
trajectory of all three performances must also be chosen, combined with selecting a ‘new’ choral               

 

http://www.theworkcenter.org/
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director and instructor for each discrete location. Through a combination of ‘on the ground’              
research, recommendation, availability, and intuition, the producers selected the just-completed          
new Canadian Music Centre, the august Cathedral Church of the Redeemer, and the historic              
Lougheed House museum as venues; the Canadian performer and First Nations activist            
Michelle Thrush as resident artist; and choral leaders Jean-Louis Bleau, Jane Perry and Joe              
Slabe. Following papers presented at Yale and the University of Calgary in 2015 and 2016, this                
will be Julien’s third formal – and informal! – assesment of producing Why We Are Here! for a                  
new community in a fresh city. 
 
Martin Julien is a professional actor, singer, and playwright of over thirty years experience, and               
a Ph.D. candidate at the Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies in the University               
of Toronto. His work has been published by Canadian Theatre Review, TDR, Stanislavski             
Studies Journal, Cambridge Scholars, and Routledge. He holds a SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship            
for 2015-17. 
 
 
“Children and Art: Hope in the Queer Musicals of Stephen Sondheim” - Stephen Low 

As evident in the lyrics “There’s a place for us/Somewhere a place for us” in the                
ever-popular West Side Story (1959), and the refrain “The sun will come out tomorrow!” from the                
iconic musical Annie (1973), and the poetry of American exceptionalism in “The Wheels of a               
Dream” from Ragtime (1995), hope is a central theme of many musicals. Musicals elicit the               
feeling of hope by employing the seductive affective power of music, either in the form of                
swelling symphonic scores or catchy upbeat pop tunes, to tell stories of transformation and              
triumph. The work of Stephen Sondheim, which exhibits mastery of the musical theatre form in               
how it merges form and content seamlessly, is critically engaged with social issues in a manner                
that encourages audiences to imagine a better future. Employing recent theoretical scholarship            
on affect in general and hope in performance specifically, “Children and Art: Hope in the Queer                
Musicals of Stephen Sondheim” provides a close reading of the lyrics, music, and dialogue of               
Into the Woods and Sunday in the Park with George to argue that both the form and content of                   
these musical scores are crafted to elicit socially conscious hope in an audience. In both               
musicals, song is a pedagogical mode in which a character learns from non-normative kinship              
structures that they may exceed the bounds of what is thought to be socially and culturally                
possible. This essay identifies the musical as a queer theatrical form, not just because it               
necessarily dramatizes “queer” worlds in which song and dance are standard modes of             
expression, but because hope is the affective basis on which an audience is inspired to               
challenge the norms that define the status quo. Hope, as futurity in the now, reveals the                
potential for new, alternative, queer modes of being, a potential that appeals to those who need                
to dream that there, indeed, can be a “place for us” in this world. 
 
Stephen Low received his PhD from Cornell University in April 2016, where he also received his                
Masters in Theater Studies in 2014. He received a Masters in the Performance as Public               
Practice program from the University of Texas at Austin in 2011. Dr. Low has been published in                 
Theatre Research in Canada, Theatre Journal, and Canadian Theare Review and will have his              
essay, “Feeling Privileged: The Shame of Whiteness in Caroline, or Change” published in             
Modern Drama later this year. His scholarly interests include twentieth-century theater and            
performance, musicals, queer theory, sex and sexuality, gender, critical race studies, and gay             
culture. His dissertation “Toward an Aesthetic of Gay Culture,” which is being revised to become               

 



 

a monograph, identifies an aesthetic of theatricality as the constitutive feature of contemporary             
gay culture. 
 
 
 

PANEL 8 - The Recorded Voice 
3:45 - 5:00 - Moderator: Sonia Norris 

 
The Chemical Valley Project - Vanessa Gray, Julia Howman, Kevin Matthew Wong 

The Chemical Valley Project is a documentary theatre exploration of Canada’s ongoing            
relationship with energy infrastructure. The Sarnia Chemical Valley is home to 40% of Canada’s              
petrochemical industry and its 63 factories surround the Aamjiwnaang First Nations Reserve,            
home to about 800 residents. Aamjiwnaang is on the front-lines of environmental racism, and is               
constantly on the receiving end of documented and undocumented chemical spills from Sarnia’s             
petrochemical factories. Using documentary media from the Sarnia Chemical Valley and the            
Aamjiwnaang First Nation as its focus, The Chemical Valley Project explores Canada’s colonial             
past and present, Canada’s ongoing indigenous relations, and the tacit role of settler Canadians              
in modern environmental racism. The project is driven by an attempt to create dialogue on               
longstanding national challenges and to actively redefine our national identity and build            
indigenous solidarity through theatre. We are also exploring the role of activism as the ‘inner               
ear’ of society. The piece is designed for houses between 20-60 patrons, in an attempt have big                 
conversations in small spaces. The Chemical Valley Project is a collaboration that intends to              
re-frame discussions on indigenous relations and Canadian energy policy. 
 
Vanessa Gray (Aamjiwnaang Activist, dramaturgy) is an indigenous climate activist from the            
Aamjiwnaang First Nation. In 2015 she shut down the Line 9 pipeline along with two friends, in                 
order to raise awareness the infringement of indigenous treaty rights by the National Energy              
Board and its approval of Line 9 pipe reversal. She is a strong advocate for environmental                
justice, indigenous land rights, indigenous community healing, and authentic reconciliation. 
 
Julia Howman (Projections Design, Sound and Projections operation, video documenter) is a            
multidisciplinary theatre artist. A recent graduate of the University of Toronto, she completed a              
Drama Specialist degree with a Minor in English in the Spring of 2016. While studying at the                 
University of Toronto’s Drama Centre, Julia served as Projection Designer for the program’s             
annual Resource Show in 2015 ( Katie of Heilbronn: An Obsession by Mr. Heinrich von Kleist,               
dir. Banuta Rubess), and again in 2016 ( Pericles, Prince of Tyre; dir. Kate Lynch). Julia was                
also active in the on-campus theatre scene at the University of Toronto, and received the IATSE                
Award for Technical Achievement at the University of Toronto Drama Festival for her technical              
design work in both 2015 ( Swim to the Moon, Glass Reflections Theatre Collective and the UC                
Follies), and 2016 (What She Said, Off-Key Productions and the UC Follies). Julia continues to               
work with Off-Key Productions in their development of What She Said, an original verbatim              
piece, as well as serving as their production manager. 
 
Kevin Matthew Wong (Director, Performer, Documenter) is a theatre creator, actor, musician,            
producer and environmentalist. He is the co-founder and Artistic Director of Broadleaf Theatre, a              

 



 

company that seeks to authentically merge environmentalism and theatre praxis. Kevin is a             
graduate of the Drama Centre and Generator?s inaugural Artist-Producer Training Program.           
Recent credits, as producer: Silk Bath (Next Stage 2017), Mr. Shi and His Lover              
(Summerworks), Brave New World (Litmus Theatre), as actor DREAMS (Canadian Rep), Half            
Full (Mixed Company Theatre). Kevin also sings with Tunes Beats Awesome acapella, serves             
as the Communications Director for Mixed Company Theatre, and is proud to be the Artistic               
Director Intern at Cahoots Theatre through Theatre Ontario’s Professional Theatre Training           
Program. 
 
 
ASMRtist  - ALMA MATTERS  

“Tink was not all bad: or, rather, she was all bad just now, but, on the other hand,                  
sometimes she was all good. Fairies have to be one thing or the other, because being so small                  
they unfortunately have room for one feeling only at a time. They are, however, allowed to                
change, only it must be a complete change.” ―   J.M. Barrie ,   Peter Pan 

ASMR, or Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response, is an emerging phenomenon on           
YouTube in which artists use sound to trigger pleasant tingling sensations in viewers’ bodies,              
encouraging feelings of calm and relaxation. With the majority of ASMR artists (or ASMRtists as               
they are known) being young, attractive women, common triggers include soft, caring voices,             
haircuts/brushing hair, and blowing feathers. Not surprisingly, ASMR has been noted for its             
pseudo-sexual undertones. The ASMRtist strives to create a feeling of intimacy between the             
artist and the spectator. However, since the two never meet, that intimacy remains virtual. While               
ASMRtists generally cater videos to a single viewer via screen, ASMRtist will attempt to              
simultaneously trigger an audience in a public space. Using auditory, kinesthetic, and visual             
stimuli, this sensory piece explores and transgresses the boundaries between pleasure and            
arousal, virtual and live interaction, and public and private identities. Under the moniker             
“TingleBelle”, performer Sarah Marchand will recreate the style and behaviour of popular            
ASMRtists on YouTube. 

In Barrie’s novel, Tinker Bell does not speak, but rather, mimics the sound of a tinkling                
bell that only fairies can understand. Her “starstuff” is sprinkled on humans to help them fly to                 
Neverland, a dreamy, ethereal world. Tinker Bell symbolizes desire and fantasy; she is the              
gateway between the real and imaginary world. Inspired by Neverland, ASMRtist examines            
digital relationships, theatre’s role in a technologically driven Western Society and virtual versus             
mediatized experiences. By performing the self/selves (Sarah Marchand roleplaying as          
TingleBelle projecting onscreen while Sarah Marchand simultaneously performs as Sarah          
Marchand onstage), ASMRtist reflects the disembodied self; ASMR videos enable viewers to            
emotionally, physically, and sensually form relationships with ASMRtists without ever interacting           
in person. ASMRtist is a short, experimental hybrid of theatre, social media and performance              
art. 
 
Founding member Sarah Marchand’s grandmother, Alma, was diagnosed with Alzheimer's          
disease in early 2000. Thanks to her supportive community and determined nature, Alma is still               
going strong. Inspired by Alma’s strength and persistence, the Latin translation of alma             
(nourishing, kind), and mater (mother) reinforces Alma Matters’ feminist framework as well as             
our company’s commitment to supporting theatre and education. 
Alma Matters’ inaugural work performed at the 2015 conference, “From Memory Loss to             
Memory Shift: Rethinking the Discourse of Pathology” (UofT). Alma Matters: Revisiting Memory            
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Loss, recounts Sarah’s relationship to her grandparents living with dementia. Receiving positive            
reviews, the piece was invited to perform for Nightwood Theatre’s reputable Write from the Hip               
program. Premiering to a sold out run at the 2016 Toronto Fringe Festival, Alma Matters’ first full                 
production, Birthday Cake, evolved from Marchand’s Master of Arts thesis (UofT). Birthday Cake             
seeks to diminish the stigma around mental health while also pushing for a more equitable and                
supportive environment within the arts.  

Saturday, February 4th, 2017 

PANEL 9 - Composition Through Sound and Oral Material 
9:30 - 11:00 - Moderator: Paula Danckert 

 
A Mess of Things - Adam Tinkle 

As a composer and sound artist/designer, I have long been interested in blurring the              
boundaries between the disciplines in which I have worked. Influenced by artists like the Books,               
Robert Ashley and Laurie Anderson, as well as by the rising tide of audio storytelling and                
documentary (the “second golden age of radio”), I set out, in 2011, to create a solo performance                 
in which I hoped to suture the openness and ambiguity of experimental music to the intimacy                
and authenticity of recorded voices, psychically transporting audiences beyond the theatre with            
actualities pulled in from “elsewhere” while anchoring them to their immediate spatial context             
through the materiality of live sound and performative presence. 

For the piece that became A Mess of Things, I collected days of verité-observational and               
interview audio recordings with my grandfather-- an engineer and inventor who worked with             
architect Phillip Johnson. At the time, he was being forced to divest of the material remnants of                 
his life’s work, all the while listing towards dementia. I wove my responses to his predicament--a                
knot of issues of family, memory, creation, and hoarding--into the songs, texts, and videos that               
punctuate the performance. Over 55 minutes, it oscillates between a “radiophonic” aesthetic            
(listening in the dark) and a richly visual multimedia performance--the liveness of the music,              
performance, and video in productive tension with the fixedness and pastness of the             
documentary elements. 

With ongoing tweaks, the piece has toured to colleges, museums, and festivals. For             
FOOT, I will give a 20-minute “audio paper” in which I chart the project’s evolution from audio                 
source material to live performance to sound installation to podcast, asking: how do the              
capacities and ethics of our listening shift when the site of the sound shifts between these                
exhibition contexts? 
 
Adam Tinkle is a multidisciplinary artist and scholar, focused on questions of participation,             
immersion, inclusion, and transformation, and working, as the needs of the project demand, in              
modes as varied as oral history, augmented reality audio-mapping, sound installation, stage            
performance, site-responsive workshops, musical improvisation, and theoretical writing. He runs          
and records for the netlabel Risky Forager, and is Visiting Assistant Professor of Media & Film                
Studies and Documentary Studies at Skidmore College, in Saratoga Springs, NY. Recent            
collaborations include a tasting-concert with Chris Kallmyer/Machine Project, a sound          
installation with performance art icon Marina Abramovic ,and a radio play with science fiction              
novelist Kim Stanley Robinson. He studied with experimental music legends Anthony Braxton            

 



 

and Alvin Lucier at Wesleyan University, holds a PhD from UC San Diego, and has recently                
published in Leonardo Music Journal and Organised Sound. For more: adamtinkle.com. 
 
 
A Thr(3)e Dimensional Text: Writing as sound. - Mike Czuba 

My current artistic focus is on a practical exploration of playwriting for inter-disciplinary             
live performances; thinking of text as sound, as having a shape and a physical presence. There                
are two main goals behind this research: pressing interdisciplinarity in process and presentation             
and allowing that exploration to inform performance creation pedagogy in action. The first goal              
involves creating stronger bonds between text, dance, and music on theatre/performance           
stages. The working model for this within my performance collective Dancing Monkey            
Laboratories is a process we called a ‘Structural Triangle,’ where the writing is created and               
adapted through various editing lenses (playwriting, choreography, composition and also          
design) and not simply presented as a ‘textual blueprint’ or only narrative based. The second               
goal is to compress these in-studio and in-performance discoveries and unpack them in the              
classroom and layer them into a student’s creative process. Through creation assignments,            
students are encouraged to introduce multiple elements and build performances that offer a             
balance between these elements, dramaturgically and performatively. My practical research          
suggests that producing texts influenced by multiple performance elements allows the writing to             
exists as an entity within Aristotle’s description of spectacle as well as narrative, equal to and                
not lesser than the traditional structure of theatre. Results so far have allowed a process of                
writing not for a specific end result but to write with a potential end result, and discovering that if                   
the intention of the complete production is understood then the creative process can stay fluid               
until and beyond show time. A thr(3)e dimensional text needs to listen; needs to breathe; needs                
to fit within its width and height; needs to understand its depth. A thr(3)e dimensional text needs                 
to be influenced by elements outside of literature.  

 
Mike Czuba is writer, director and performance instructor with a BFA and MFA in Playwriting.               
Originally from Montreal, he is currently a teaching at the University of Calgary and co-founder               
of the performance collective Dancing Monkey Laboratories ( dancingmonkeylab.com ). His play I           
AM I has been internationally produced and is published by Original Works Publishing. Multiple              
plays have been produced or read in Montreal, Calgary, Edmonton, Chicago, New Jersey, Los              
Angeles, Amsterdam and Berlin. 
In May 2016, his play Satie et Cocteau: A Rehearsal of a Play of a Composer by a Poet                   
received its American premiere in Chicago by Genesis Theatrical Productions. 2016 also saw             
Dancing Monkey Laboratories participate in two invited residencies at Theatre Junction Grand in             
Calgary; in January with our multi-discipline piece WE MUST COLLIDE, featuring 6 dancers,             
text and an original classical score and in November to explore a new work/world entitled               
HUMANOID – A LOVE SUPREME. 
 
 
The Waves - Laura Quigley 

Playwright / Performer Laura Quigley will share a reading of her new play, entitled The               
Waves. Laura will also provide a brief introduction to the work that illuminates her creative               
process for The Waves, for which she applied various approaches to vocal exploration in order               
to produce the text; such as the work of Roy Hart, Catherine Fitzmaurice and Fides Krucker.                

 

http://dancingmonkeylab.com/


 

Following the reading, Laura will demonstrate some of the embodied techniques she used to              
create the text, and she will also host a brief discussion centered on the project and process. 

The Waves is a two-woman play based on three generations of birth stories exploring              
taboos about the labouring female body, and the silence and isolation many women experience              
during the first few months post-partum. 

The play explores birth and early motherhood through text, movement, and a vocal score              
that stretches the boundaries of conventional vocal expression (talking, whispering, screaming,           
singing) into territory that is familiar but not often heard on stage: grunts and growls, broken                
clicks and howls, sighs, screams and operatic song. 

The story follows the main character Lise from the birth of her first and second babies                
and exposes the tedious detail of one day in her life as a mother of two, contrasted by the dark                    
underbelly of her post partum depression. Lise struggles to find connection to her partner, her               
mother and her community: isolated and spinning of out control, she finds herself on a beach on                 
a freezing Canadian winter day, with both babes in tow, compelled by the lull of the ocean. 
 
Laura Quigley is a voice and movement instructor and a writer, performer and producer of               
theatre. She holds a BFA in Contemporary Theatre from Simon Fraser University, is a certified               
teacher of Fitzmaurice Voicework®, and she holds a Masters in Theatre Studies from the              
University of Guelph. Laura’s most recent solo project, Little Pea’s Revolution, was performed at              
Hub 14 in Toronto and as a part of the United Solo Festival in New York city, directed by Birgit                    
Schreyer Duarte. In development is a promenade piece about what happens to our imaginations              
when we escape the city and enter the wild. The site is a 300+ acre farm in Prince Edward                   
County and the project is in collaboration with Small Pond Arts. 
Laura has taught acting, devising, voice and movement for more than a decade. She has taught                
privately and institutionally in Guelph, Toronto, Vancouver, Mexico, New York and LA. Laura             
lives in Guelph with her partner Michael, and her two daughters. 
 

PANEL 10 - Sound and Site-Specific Performances 
11:15 - 12:45 - Moderator: Matt Jones 

 
4’33” in Baghdad - Nicolas Royer-Artuso 

The United Nations asked me and other musicologists, anthropologists, cultural          
scientists, to write a report on a performance of John Cage's 4'33" given in Bagdad at an open                  
air festival not long ago. What I will present is not the final version but some work still in                   
progress. Musical extracts and visuals taken from the performance will be provided and I will               
discuss various technical aspects of the performance, presenting various compatible analyses. 

Since I felt it was wrong to assume everyone to be familiar with Cage, his work and this                  
particular composition, a standard description of the work is provided in what follows:  

4′33′′ is a three movements composition by American experimental composer John           
Cage. It was composed in 1952, for any instrument, and the score instructs the performer(s) not                
to play their instrument(s) during the entire duration of the piece throughout the three              
movements. The piece purports to consist of the sounds of the environment that the listeners               
hear while it is performed, although it is commonly perceived as "four minutes thirty-three              
seconds of silence". The title of the piece refers to the total length in minutes and seconds of a                   
given performance. Conceived around 1947–48, while the composer was working on Sonatas            

 



 

and Interludes, 4′33′′ became for Cage the epitome of his idea that any sounds may constitute                
music. It was also a reflection of the influence of Zen Buddhism, which Cage studied since the                 
late 1940s. In a 1982 interview, Cage stated that 4′33′′ was, in his opinion, his most important                 
work. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians describes 4′33′′ as Cage's "most              
famous and controversial creation". 
 
Text and Conception: Nicolas Royer-Artuso 
Direction and Dramaturgy: Ülfet Sevdi 
Music: Nicolas Royer-Artuso 
Visuals: Ülfet Sevdi and Nicolas Royer-Artuso 
 
Thought Experiment Productions (Montreal/Istanbul), co-founded by Ülfet Sevdi and Nicolas          
Royer-Artuso, is the offspring of nü.kolektif, an Istanbul collective of artists working on politically              
oriented performances. One of the trademarks of nü.kolektif was their use of academic research              
in the social sciences to build the content of their performances. They are also involved in Boal's                 
Theatre of The Oppressed. 
The name Thought Experiment comes from a tradition in analytical philosophy where the writer              
proposes a scenario that does not differ drastically from 'reality' but enough to see some of the                 
logical consequences involved in changing some part of reality. This is what experimentation             
means to us: to change one variable at a time, keeping the rest constant, and see what                 
happens when we do so. This way we can also see how change might happen, since we                 
deconstruct the puzzle piece by piece. 
 
 
From Phonography to an Extended Stage: Deterritorialization Experiences of a          
Dramaturgy of Sound in Theatre - Andrée-Anne Giguère, Guillaume Thibert, Jean-Paul           
Quéinnec  

To evoke this relationship between phonographic practice and scenic writing, we will            
provide a critical reflection of an experiment that is representative of our research-creation,             
Cartographies de l’attente. 
 From a motel in Chicoutimi where for four days, four performers waited, each one in their                
room, for a man who never came, we devised a device with a focus on the act of listening rather                    
than technique (Ripault, 2007), “As a phonographer [who] seeks to liberate the forbidden             
elements of field recording” (Delaurenti, 2005). This experience, which places the subject’s            
fallibility in the sound event, reveals a performative and spatial potential that we will maintain               
once on stage. 

We will be illustrating the results of this research from these three angles: 
—The scenic transposition of the original sound device, technologically and aesthetically           

as well as performatively (particularly the interaction between the sound designer and            
performers). 

— The act of listening to the actors, who, by incorporating sound events into their actions                
and texts, fuel Schechner’s “it happens” (2008) and, on the other hand, increase their              
involvement in the scenic device (from technique to the relationship with the audience in the               
theatre as well as the web audience). 

—The performative and sound dramaturgy that surpasses the stage through the use of             
an internet extension that extends the mobility of the original phonographic gesture. 

This three-person presentation will be accompanied by sound clips, photos, and videos. 

 



 

  
Andrée-Anne Giguère is a PhD candidate at Université Laval. Her research focuses on the              
integration of technology in live performance theater. In addition to her roll as professional              
researcher for the Canada Research Chairs Sound Dramaturgy in Theater of the Université du              
Québec à Chicoutimi. Ms. Giguere is a co-founder of Collective Les Poulpes. She is also an                
active actress, video theater designer and director. Her work has been presented in France,              
Colombia and Mexico ( www.aagiguere.ca ) 
 
Guillaume Thibert, is the director of the Centre d’Expérimentation Musicale in Saguenay,            
Quebec. As well as a research associate at the Canada Research Chair Sound Dramaturgy in               
Theater of the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi. Trained in piano and sound design, Mr.               
Thibert composes, records and produces music for film. To date he has created sound design               
and scores of more than twenty theater productions in addition to composing jazz and              
contemporary scores for various ensembles. Over the years he has collaborated with renowned             
visual artists, musicians, theater directors, filmmakers and puppeteers. Currently Mr. Thibert is            
completing his Masters degree in arts at UQAC. His work has been heard in Canada, Mexico,                
France, Belgium, Columbia, and Italy. 
  
Jean-Paul Quéinnec is Professor of theater at the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi. Holder de               
of the Canada Research chair « Sound Dramaturgy in Theater », his research creation              
investigates the scenic devise from a sound and performative practice. In 2014, He is the               
recipient of the Excellence in Research Creation Award of the l’Université du Québec. Recently,              
he directs a dossier "Emancipation and Plurality of Sound Practices" (L’Annuaire théâtral n°             
56-57) and organizes an international colloquium on the contemporary practices of writing            
creation for the stage. His radio performance, Liaisons Sonores, is played at the Festival              
Longueur d’ondes in Brest (France, 2015) and at the Festival Les Musiques de création in               
Québec (2016). His last show, Cartographies de l’Attente is presented at Art Nomade,             
Rencontre internationale d’art performance de Saguenay and soon at the Pliegues y            
Despliegues 2017. Plataforma de Artes Vivas in Bogota (Colombia) 
 
 

PANEL 11 - Postdramatic and Interdisciplinary Sonic Dramaturgies I 
1:45 - 3:15 - Moderator: Cassandra Silver 

 
Explosions for the 21st Century: A Sound Design Performance - Christopher Ross-Ewart 

As a sound designer I work to make sound tell a story. We all do. Some of those stories                   
are louder than others. Some of us are louder than others. How do we let everyone be heard                  
without losing their stories in a cloud of noise? Anyways, I think what I’m trying to say is a robot                    
works at my grocery store and that crackhead won?t stop trying to steal my bike. 

Explosions for the 21st Century is an experimental opera and real time exploration of              
how sound design can be used to explain contemporary politics. The show sees Christopher              
Ross-Ewart (Sound Design MFA, Yale School of Drama) use audio technology, storytelling,            
music and his trusty Canadian computer voice assistant Sori to ask questions about our place in 

 

http://www.aagiguere.ca/


 

the world. Explosions for the 21st Century is part comedy, part lecture, and part existential               
crisis. Featuring such hit singles as ‘Terrorism in Aisle 3’ and ‘Old MacDonald Had a Farmed,                
Drugged, Artificially Coloured Salmon.’ 
 
CHRISTOPHER ROSS-EWART (SOUND DESIGNER) is a third-year MFA candidate in sound           
design at Yale School of Drama, where his credits include Macbeth and The Skin of Our Teeth.                 
His design for Imogen Says Nothing this winter for Yale Repertory Theatre will be his American                
regional debut. He is a frequent designer, composer, and performer for both Yale Cabaret and               
Yale Summer Cabaret. His music and designs for dancer Yang Hao have been presented in the                
Hong Kong Arts Festival, the International Festival of Arts & Ideas in New Haven, and               
Germany’s Internationale Tanzmesse NRW. Other credits include Summer Valley Fair          
(designer, New York Musical Theatre Festival) and I Am Very Far (designer, composer,             
performer, Summerworks Festival). BA: University of Toronto. 
 
 
Sonorous Dramaturgy: The Polyphony of Postdramatic Theatre - Kai-Chieh Tu 

Sonorous Dramaturgy: The Polyphony of Postdramatic Theatre analyzes the most          
invisible but audible trend of sonorous dramaturgy in postdramatic theatre. As a            
‘de-hierarchization’ phenomenon happens in postdramatic theatre, observed by Hans-Thies         
Lehmann, sound and music, liberated from their inveterate obedience to text, are no longer              
integral parts of semantic and thematic understanding of theatre. Sonorous dramaturgy           
operates upon the autonomy of sound and music(ality), which allows us to analyze sound per               
se?its materiality, corporeality and vibratory qualities beyond its illustrative function. Drawing           
upon miscellaneous theories from Eugenio Barba, Friedrich Nietzsche and contemporary sound           
studies, this paper looks critically into emerging, cutting-edge theatre artists who employ            
sonorous dramaturgy as the driving force for creativity. Celebrating the sonic diversification of             
postdramatic theatre, this paper focuses on the musicality in contemporary Polish theatre            
including Song of the Goat Theatre company and Marta Górnicka’s Chorus of Women. 
 
Kai-Chieh Tu is a theater director and dramaturg based in New York City. He has an MFA in                  
Dramaturgy and Theater Studies from The American Repertory Theater/Moscow Art Theater           
School at Harvard University. He was the Artistic Director of professional theatre company             
TransAction based in Taipei, Taiwan. Recent directing credits include The Hummm (Dixon            
Place); Things You Don’t Know About Asia/n..Or You Do (Dixon Place); 7-Eleven Project             
(Taipei). Recent dramaturg credits include: They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? (American           
Repertory Theater); Silent Rage (American Repertory Theater). He is currently expanding his            
M.F.A. thesis to a book titled Sonorous Dramaturgy: The Polyphony of Postdramatic Theatre as              
one of the Routledge Focus series on dramaturgy. He also writes for The Theatre Times as a                 
Regional Managing Editor. 
 
 
Katie Mitchell on Martin Crimp’s Attempts on her Life : A New Dimension of Sound              
Technology - Majeed Midhin 

The dominance of the word which was rife in the main stream of contemporary or               
modern dramatic literature seems minimized with playwrights’ endeavours to inject into the            
veins of drama variations of sound, music, dance, and mime. The employment of sound              
technology in performance makes it clear that the spoken word does not hold supremacy over               

 



 

other forms of expression. Recently, this fact acquires a due significance in British theatrical              
productions. 

Though theatre is often thought of as a place of seeing, the rising interest in podcasts,                
oral histories, voice studies, new sound technologies, and immersive theatre practices           
encourages both playwrights and directors to find a dialectical relationship between listening            
and speaking over the interpretations of a certain play. 

Moreover, at a time of technological advancement, the aural aspect of performance has             
emerged as a unique topic for theatre research, providing a distinctive approach for historical              
analysis while raising important theoretical questions about recording, reproduction, the          
interplay of live and recorded sound onstage, and the act of listening itself.  

Known for her foremost experimenters with the latest video and sound technology, Katie             
Mitchell has built a reputation for bold, often controversial staging of both classic and              
contemporary texts at London’s National Theatre. Her direction of Crimp’s Attempts on her Life              
(2007) is a case in point. Here, the play is redolent with technological references in which the                 
central character Anne is never seen, but is described by different reactions: a rock star, a                
terrorist, a porn star, even a car. 

The present paper is an attempt to shed light on Mitchell’s direction of Crimp’s Attempts               
on her Life to see the significance of using musical and sound technology in understanding the                
play. 
 
Majeed Mohammed Midhin Al-Aubaidy was awarded a BA in English Language and Literature             
in 1996 and received his MA in English Literature from the University of Baghdad – College of                 
Languages in 2002 with his thesis, “The Concept of Justice in Selected Plays of William               
Shakespeare.” Since then, Majeed has published multiple papers on Shakespearean and           
modern drama. In 2011, Majeed received a scholarship to pursue a PhD in English Literature in                
the United Kingdom and is a current PhD student at the University of Essex. Under the                
supervision of Dr. Clare Finburgh and Dr. Elizabeth J. Kuti, he is working on his PhD proposal                 
entitled, “The Artist as a Character in Contemporary British Theatre.” Majeed has a strong              
interest in modern drama and its ability to touch the immediate needs of people in society.                
Moreover, the relationship between theatre and performance is within his interest of research.             
He has participated in many colloquiums, conferences and seminars inside and outside UK. 
 
 

PANEL 12 - Postdramatic and Interdisciplinary Sonic Dramaturgies II 
3:30 - 5:00 - Moderator: Noam Lior 

 
“FIRE FRAGILE FLIGHT”: Immediacy, Evanescence, and Flow in        
Hawkins/Dlugoszewski’s Dynamic Theatre - Libby Smigel and Kate Doyle 

Recent dance scholarship has largely overlooked the organic dance technique innovated           
by Erick Hawkins, as well as his stunning artistic partnership with experimental composer Lucia              
Dlugoszewski. Hawkins, who split from the Martha Graham Company in 1951, formed a creative              
alliance with Dlugoszewski that spanned forty years. Dlugoszewski inherited Hawkins’ work and            
estate in 1994, but her unexpected death seven years later left neither will nor heirs. The                
orphaned estate along with Hawkins’ schism from the dominant creative process of Merce             
Cunningham and John Cage relegated their joint work to relative obscurity. 

 



 

Using the Hawkins/Dlugoszewski Papers at the Library of Congress, we will explicate the             
duo’s innovative theory of theatre in the infinite moment through analysis of Dlugoszewski’s             
experimental composition and Hawkins’ discerning approach to dramatic movement. Our          
presentation draws from notebooks, choreographic symbology, music scores and other primary           
evidence, as well as the performance theories of authors such as V.A. Howard, and will be                
punctuated by audio and video excerpts. We examine Dlugoszewski’s writings, which document            
both artists’ philosophical viewpoints and their studies of Zen values, Japanese traditional            
drama, and the work of author F.S.C. Northrup. Of particular interest are Dlugoszewski’s             
musical sketches, in which she develops a new style of graphic notation that combines              
choreographic notes, music, and prose instruction. Her work provides active representation of            
the artists’ theory of “infinite theatre,” conceived by Hawkins and Dlugoszewski as a dramatic              
space in which immediate moment and unknown eternity exist in simultaneity. Dlugoszewski’s            
scores, then, become the visible and audible legacy of their dramatic philosophy. In Hawkins’              
words: “No artist of first rank other than her has really collaborated with enough knowledge or                
love to fathom the problem of seeing and hearing at the same time.” 
 
Libby Smigel, who received her PhD from the University of Toronto Drama Centre and the MFA                
from York University, is currently Dance Curator and Archivist in the Music Division of the               
Library of Congress. From 2009 to 2015, she served as Executive Director of the Dance               
Heritage Coalition, where she led programs to assist artists, performing arts companies, and             
archives in documenting, preserving, and sharing dance legacy materials. In 2014, she received             
the Dixie Durr award for Outstanding Service to Dance Research from the Congress on              
Research in Dance. She has also taught dance and theatre in higher education, including the               
graduate faculties in dance at the University of Maryland and in performing arts at American               
University. Amongst her service on scholarly and nonprofit boards, she currently serves on the              
Advisory Board of Dakshina/Daniel Phoenix Singh Dance and she was a founding board             
member of the Society of Dance History Scholars. Amongst her publication credits, she is              
currently an Associate Editor of the Journal of American Culture. 
 
Kate Doyle, a doctoral candidate in musicology at Case Western Reserve University,            
specializes in experimental music and sound for performance art. Her recent work explores the              
relationship between sound and the cognition of linguistic expression in conceptual and            
performance artwork after 1960. She has presented papers on Meredith Monk and Laurie             
Anderson in the United States and Europe, and she has been invited to share her discoveries of                 
Lucia Dlugoszewski’s theories at a Library of Congress public symposium next April. Kate’s             
chapter on composer Pauline Oliveros, composer of electronic art music and other experimental             
music forms, will be published in forthcoming Volume 4 of Analytical Essays on Music by               
Women Composers (Oxford UP). In 2014 and 2016, Kate received fellowships for research at              
the Library of Congress, where she also participated in projects on the Francisca Boas              
Collection and the Hawkins/Dlugoszewski Papers. 
 
 
Collisions - Frederick Kennedy 

In the world of improvised music, often the most satisfying and intense performances are              
the result of an unforeseen circumstance. A missed cue, a chance session with a new artist,                
even a broken piece of equipment—these things can become the source of the work, not a                
hindrance to it. Performers in this medium are able to become vehicles for unconscious,              

 



 

spontaneous expression, and in turn, those risks and chances can be felt by the audience in a                 
deep, satisfying, and cathartic way. Collisions (recently workshopped at the Yale Cabaret            
Theatre, in New Haven, Connecticut) is a trans-media collage play that utilizes improvised             
music in conjunction with words, images, and dance to explore the creativity released when              
disparate elements unexpectedly meet head-on. This piece began with a question of process:             
How can the instincts and training of improvised music be applied to theatrical practice and to                
devised theater? 

Musician and sound designer Frederick Kennedy, the author and co-director of this            
piece, assembled a team of collaborators that included three actors, four musicians, two             
projection designers, two lighting designers, two choreographers, two scenic designers, and two            
dramaturgs, as well as a co-director, a sound designer, a stage manager, a technical director,               
and a producer. Over a period of six weeks, this group worked to craft the scaffolding that would                  
direct and support the improvised work of the live performances. The resulting shows proved to               
be incredibly free-spirited and immediate, yet each artist from each discipline had a unique and               
unusual journey through this process. In this presentation, Kennedy will share audio and video              
clips from the performances of Collisions and discuss the process of curating live improvisation              
between actors, designers, and musicians. 
 
Sound designer Frederick Kennedy is currently completing an MFA at the Yale School of Drama 
in New Haven, Connecticut. Previously, Frederick worked full time as a freelance musician,             
producer, and educator in New York City, where he taught music production at City University of 
New York and appeared as a drummer on more than 50 albums (the New York Times once                 
called his drumming “thrashing”). In addition to his music work, Frederick has collaborated             
extensively with video artists, choreographers, and theater makers. Most recently, he wrote,            
co-directed, and performed in Collisions at the Yale Cabaret and was associate sound designer              
for the premier of Sarah Ruhl’s Scenes from Court Life at Yale Repertory Theatre. Prior shows                
at Yale include Adam Geist, Alice In Wonderland, Lake Kelsey, Vignette of a Recollection, The               
Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant, And Tell Sad Stories of the Death of Queens, How We Died of                   
Disease Related Illnesses, I’m With You In Rockland (Yale Cabaret), and Othello (Yale School              
of Drama). Frederick is originally from Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
 
 
Elevator Repair Service and the Aesthetics of Sound in Downtown Theatre - Dan Venning 

Elevator Repair Service was founded in 1991 by John Collins, and was originally a              
little-known downtown New York avant-garde troupe that created idiosyncratic performances          
filled with oddball humor and shows that inevitably led to bizarre dance sequences. They have               
also always been known for the way Collins foregrounds sound design in their productions,              
highlighting the auditory experience of being an audience member. However, since their            
six-hour long 2006 production Gatz (which centers around a verbatim reading of F. Scott              
Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby ), they have gained international fame, touring around the             
world and being staged at significant Off-Broadway venues such as the Public Theater and New               
York Theatre Workshop. Three of their most recent productions, the aforementioned Gatz , The             
Sound and the Fury (April Seventh, 1928) [2008], and The Select (The Sun Also Rises) [2011]                
explicitly appropriate the “great American novels” of Fitzgerald, Faulkner, and Hemingway in            
order to create innovative works for the theatre. Since then their Arguendo [2013] consisted of a                
staging of the oral argument, verbatim, from the 1991 Supreme Court case Barnes v. Glen               
Theatre. Their current work-in-progress, Measure for Measure , highlights actors’ rate of speech            

 



 

as they perform Shakespeare’s play while reading from a teleprompter going at various speeds              
(from lightning fast to deathly slow). 

My paper for FOOT, drawn in part from interviews I have conducted with Collins and               
company members, a previous review I wrote of Arguendo , and an article-in-progress tentatively             
titled “Keep the Mistake: The Downtown Aesthetics of Elevator Repair Service,” will highlight             
both the originality of Elevator Repair Service’s avant-garde works and their use of sound (their               
primary sound designers, Matt Tierney and Ben Williams, are both OBIE award-winners) in             
order to examine how Elevator Repair Service constructs its performances and defines itself             
within the avant-garde scene. 
  
Dan Venning teaches in the Department of Drama at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts, as well as                  
in the Communication Studies department at Baruch College, CUNY. He holds a Ph.D. in              
Theatre from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, where he wrote his                
dissertation on Shakespearean drama on the German stage, 1817 – 1867, and the way artists               
of the time used Shakespeare to construct the idea of German nationalism. Dan has presented               
papers at a variety of graduate student, national, and international conferences, and has             
published book and theatre reviews in Theatre Journal, Theatre Survey, and Western European             
Stages, as well as articles in Performing Arts Resources, Forum for Modern Language Studies,              
and Asian Theatre Journal. 
 

Sunday, February 5th, 2017 

PANEL 13 - Text and Speech 
9:30-11:00 - Moderator: Jade Nauman 

 
Speaking Texts - Multimedia Shakespeare, Orality and Aurality - Noam Lior 

Discussion of multimedia Shakespeare apps tends to focus on the combination of            
play-text and play-performance within a digital platform, and that discussion often highlights the             
projects' use of video to incorporate the plays' visual aspects alongside the reading of the text.                
At the same time, the use of performance (live or recorded) for teaching Shakespeare tends to                
focus on the plays' language, and questions of performed orality, citing rhythm, tempo, pitch,              
and the use of both musical and rhetorical technique as aspects of actors' training and virtuosity                
which can be utilized to clarify the Shakespearean text, with its unfamiliar and difficult language. 

The discourse surrounding Shakespeare performance, text, and pedagogy often         
presents print and orality/aurality as elements in tension, if not direct opposition. As W. B.               
Worthen and others demonstrate, however, the relationship between early modern orality and            
early modern print is more complex and dynamic than these simple accounts imagine. Early              
modern print was frequently engaged in a double project of recording oral patterns - transcribing               
past speech by using punctuation, layout, spelling, and even fonts - and creating documents              
which could be used to produce new oral patterns - treating the text less as a recording of past                   
speech and more as a catalyst for future speech-acts. 

The design rhetoric of today's multimedia Shakespeare editions evokes a (problematic, if            
not outright false) identity between the written text and the performed speech. At the same time,                
the flexible interface, which enables users to navigate freely between text, performance, and             

 



 

paratext, enables a more nuanced and more dynamic examination of the relationship between             
these elements. 
 
I am a PhD Candidate at the University of Toronto's Centre for Drama, Theatre and               
Performance Studies. My background is in performance dramaturgy, and I have worked as an              
actor, director, and dramaturge, specializing in early modern English plays. In 2012, I became a               
co-founder of Shakespeare at Play ( www.shakespeareatplay.ca      
< http://www.shakespeareatplay.ca >), a multimedia Shakespeare app for which I am the textual           
editor, annotator, production dramaturge, occasional performer, and pedagogical liaison. My          
dissertation, "Multimediating Shakespeare," looks at this emerging crop of projects from the            
perspective of textuality, performance, and pedagogy, working from established editorial          
practice through the possibilities and affordances of new media to imagine the opportunities,             
responsibilities, and best practices for editors whose 'text' includes both multimedia performance            
and digital functionality. 
 
 
This is the Sound of My Memory - Shannon Holmes 

The human voice is the organ of the soul. ~Henry Wadsworth Longfellow  
As a voice practitioner and educator my research is centred on the dichotomy of              

technique and freedom in vocal expression. How may we as performers ensure that we are               
using our voices in a technically sound and effective way, yet allow the voice to be “authentic,”                 
freed from self-judgment and grounded in the physical responses of the body? My research has               
included the development of methods that intertwine autobiographical narrative with both           
classical and contemporary text (sung and spoken). I have found that deconstructing traditional             
texts and forms can successfully serve as a key method for expanding the performer’s capacity               
to somatically and emotionally connect to the material at hand, and for using the voice in a more                  
expressive and holistic way. My findings suggest that the use of autoethnographic performance             
techniques may encourage the performer to fully engage with the breath and voice, leading to,               
as Susan Bennet describes, using the whole body as a “vessel of somatic history” which may be                 
useful in freeing the voice from technical restraints. My investigations have led me to uncover               
how we archive sounds in our bodies and how we as performers may tap into this archive as an                   
axis for mining a deeper connection to the text and/or music orally and somatically. As part of                 
my research I devised a piece which weaves my own personal narrative detailing my Mother’s               
diagnosis with Alzheimer’s disease with that of a Kurt Weill song. This presentation will be part                
paper and part performance as I discuss and demonstrate how I devised the piece, my process                
of exploration into the song, as well as the methods used that allowed my personal narrative to                 
emerge. 
 
Shannon Holmes is an actor, singer, director, educator and Doctoral Researcher in Drama and              
Theatre Studies at the University of Birmingham UK. where her research interests include the              
dichotomy of technique and freedom in vocal expression and somatic vocal methods that             
traverse speech and singing. Currently she is part-time faculty in the Theatre Departments at              
Concordia University and John Abbott College in Montréal. Her show “The Crook of Your Arm”               
which was devised by weaving autobiographical narrative with the music of Kurt Weill premiered              
at The 2015 Frigid Festival in New York and in June 2016 played at The Royal Shakespeare                 
Company’s studio theatre The Other Place in Stratford-Upon-Avon. Her multidisciplinary theatre           
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company, SoMo (Sound in Motion) Theatre is dedicated to the creation of interdisciplinary             
performance that explores the intersection of singing and speech. www.somotheatre.com 
 
 
tlhIngan Hol Dajatlh'a'?: ’U’: The sound of Klingon on stage - Sanja Vodovnik 

Klingon language is an example of constructed / invented languages developed for            
communication purposes between (and perhaps with) the beings that first inhabited our            
imaginations and eventually materialised onto TV, cinema and computer screens, book pages,            
theatre and other media. According to the Klingon Language Institute, over 300 000 copies of               
the Klingon dictionary (1992) have been sold, however the language is fluently spoken only by               
20 to 30 individuals. So how come there is not one, but at least three staged works in Klingon?                   
How did they come to be and for whom? 

Theatrical stages in United States and Europe have so far hosted a Klingon adaptation              
of Carol’s The Christmas Carol, Hamlet, and the opera ’U’ - the latter is the only original work                  
written in Klingon. My paper will focus on this theatrical curiosity. ‘U’ was only staged a couple of                  
times since premiering in the Hague in 2010. In addition to using a language invented by Marc                 
Okrand for the series Star Trek, the libretto of ’U’ was written by ‘ethnodramaturgs’, who               
explored the strange worlds and sought out new life in order to create a monumental work of art.                  
The story of ‘U’ is nothing less than the myth of Kahless, the founder of Klingons and the story                   
of how his overthrowing of Molor. The libretto, written and performed entirely in Klingon –               
without sub-/surtitles, includes such mythical elements as Kahless’ trip to the underworld,            
procurement of the magical weapon, epic battles and the washing of the enemy’s heart. 

But why choose the form of opera to tell this story? And what does this mean for opera,                  
for Klingon, performing the unknown, and our desire to tell Klingon legends? 
 
Sanja Vodovnik is a PhD student at the University of Toronto. Her research is focused on                
various outlets of staging and performing science fiction, and the idea of being human that these                
performances explore. Before coming to Toronto she worked on performance projects with            
different groups in Europe, mostly as a stage manager, performer and director. Once she              
wanted to paint a fruit bowl over someone’s bed, which she was not allowed to do. She                 
overcompensated by getting two MA degrees, focusing on abstract contextualisation /           
conceptualisation of art, writing papers, and being inspired by Morten Harket. 
 
 

PANEL 14 - The Sound of Cultures 
11:15 - 12:45 - Moderator: Zachary Weinstein 

 
Cultural Enclaves, Acoustic Territories: A Sonic Study of Urban Development in New 
York and Chicago - Amanda Gutierrez and Jenn Grossman 

The paper focuses on navigating the soundscapes of ethnic enclaves in the urban             
environments of New York and Chicago. Is it possible to get a sense of segregation/cultural               
immersion through sound? What does the local soundscape tell us about the growth or              
destruction of native enclaves? What sounds are masking the native culture and what sounds              
resonate, be it sounds of urban development or sounds of a long-standing community? How              
does the existing soundscape shape the process of adaptation? How do the sounds frame the               

 



 

public perception of the environment? How can we embody the soundscapes of urban             
development? 

This investigation is constituted by the sonic analysis of the acoustic territories built by              
the cultural spatial codes embedded in soundscapes from diverse communities in two major             
cities: NYC, with more heterogeneous enclaves, and Chicago, with more geographically           
segregated enclaves. The paper will take into consideration the process of Rhythmanalysis and             
the Sound walk, as field research tools in the experience of and identification of cultural               
codification of sounds. The writers (and sound ecologists) will engage in a closer observation of               
the role of sound, in the intersection and adaptation of the immigrant dwelling and its effects in                 
urban development. 

The paper is constituted in two sections, the first one will be delivered by Amanda               
Gutierrez, focusing on the sound ecology in Chicago, considering the Mexican enclave and its              
segregational aspects. The second part will be exposed by Jenn Grossman and will depart from               
the soundscapes of NYC, describing the sonic integration of several immigrant cultures sharing             
the urban territory. In both cases, the lecture will expose the sound samples captured, their               
relationship with the mapping process of the Soundwalk, and the embodied listening experience             
of the writer. 

Please visit the video as a reference of the visualization of past Soundwalks practiced by               
Amanda Gutierrez in collaboration with the Midwest Society for Acoustic Ecology.           
https://vimeo.com/186492415 
 
Born in Mexico City, Amanda Gutierrez completed her graduate studies at The School of the Art                
Institute of Chicago, specializing in Performance and New Media. In Mexico, she completed her              
undergraduate studies in Stage Design at the INBA/ENAT. For twelve years, she has worked in               
the field of performance and sound art, fusing the two disciplines in installation projects. Among               
the video series she has made: “A brief history of fictions,”which consists of four projects,               
performed under the same methodology and work strategies from documentary and           
performance. This series has won two awards: The Fellowship Competition 2007 and CAAP             
2008, and was selected as a finalist for the national award Artadia Art Chicago 2009. Gutierrez                
has had artist residencies at CMM (Multimedia Center) (2001), ZKM (Zentrum für Kunst und              
Medientechnologie) in Karlsruhe, Germany (2002), Artist Village in Taipei, Taiwan (2009). She            
has also received scholarships from the Artist Residencies Program 2009 FONCA-BANFF           
Centre and the prize-EMARE EMAN at the residency FACT Liverpool. Through her most recent              
artwork Girona desde la Muralla, developed in the arts residency at the Contemporary Arts              
Center Bolit, in Girona, Spain, she explored the concept of tactical tourism and its critical               
response to replacement of the city habitants by a transient culture of the traveler. That               
residency helped her to articulate her present research on soundwalks in collaboration with the              
Midwest Society for Acoustic Ecology. 
 
Jenn Grossman is an experimental musician/sound installation/experiential media artist living          
and working in NYC. Lingering somewhere between philosophical, psychological, and artistic           
approaches to exploring sound, she is interested in ways that they heighten emotional, social,              
and sensory awareness, cause materials to transcend themselves, and engage us in active             
modes of perception from the art gallery to the street. Coming from a sculptural, multimedia arts                
& music background, sound art has been an intuitive discovery for her, propelling her current               
focus on time-based media: light installations, multichannel sound environments, vocal          
explorations, acoustic-architectural interventions, and collaborative composing and sound        

 



 

designing for film and movement artists. She has installed and participated in various             
performances in venues such as Harvestworks, Open Source Gallery, Reverse Gallery, and the             
New York Transit Museum, for festivals such as the Governor’s Island Art Fair, the Deep               
Listening Conference's Cistern Dream session, OPENSIGNAL, the Milwaukee Avenue Arts          
Festival, and the Gallatin Arts Festival, and in transitory spaces like the Central Park tunnels,               
garbage cans, and stairwells. 
 
“Bhojpuri Blackness: Sounding the Performance of Race in Indo-Caribbean Popular 
Music” - Darrell Baksh 

Situated in the southernmost Caribbean, Trinidad is home to a multiplicity of cultural             
expressions that have evolved out of the experiences of communities brought to the island from               
different parts of the world, predominantly under conditions of colonial oppression. The cultural             
contact and exchange between these disparate groups boasts, in particular, a rich musical             
landscape, of which chutney soca is a popular form. A 'hot and spicy' combination of Bhojpuri                
folk music traditions traced to Bihar, India and contemporary Afro-Caribbean Carnival music, it             
has become the preeminent Indo-Caribbean sound of the region. While worthy of celebration,             
this “cultural fusion,” as chutney soca artist Drupatee Ramgoonai musically described it in 2015,              
is also cause for contention because it raises questions about deeper socio-cultural concerns             
over constructs of Indianness, blackness, and what I call 'in-betweenness': a chaotic state of              
becoming that is never completely realized. 

In this paper, I explore the politics of race and difference by examining recent              
developments in chutney soca music’s young evolution. In an effort to trouble and complicate              
'neat' understandings of identity formation and un/belonging, I show how the music is caught up               
in discourses of hybridity through a cultural studies approach that uses textual and content              
analysis. By asking what it means to identify as hybrid, I consider the ways in which chutney                 
soca 'sounds' the tensions and anxieties of race in Trinidad at a moment when Indo-Caribbean               
identity continues to navigate the shifting dynamics of tradition and modernity. As such, I argue               
that Indo-Caribbeanness is a negotiated exercise in a confusing fusion of Indianness and             
blackness; to identify as Indo-Caribbean ultimately signals the performance of a 'Bhojpuri            
blackness.' 
 
Born in Toronto to Indo-Caribbean immigrants, Darrell Baksh is a graduate of the University of               
Toronto’s Caribbean Studies program. He is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in the Cultural Studies              
program at The University of the West Indies, St. Augustine Campus in Trinidad. His              
dissertation examines Indo-Caribbean popular music as a form of re-mixed culture in relation to              
the politics and discourses of hybridity, Carnival, identity, gender, religion, and race in Trinidad,              
and how it is caught up in issues of memory and nostalgia, as well as the tensions and                  
negotiations of tradition and modernity. 
 
 
Diasporic Reverberations - Giorelle Diokno 

This presentation will reflect on the recent DATU x HATAW collaboration High Blood             
featured in Summerworks 2016. Situating the work within the history of Filipino folk             
dance/performance in North America, High Blood imagines the urban Filipino subject and            
re-negotiates ceremony and ritual in contemporary performance. Working with HATAW , a           
Toronto Filipino folk dance company self-described as "neo-Filipino," DATU brings the           
musicality of Filipino folk dance infused with RnB and electronic music aesthetics. Looking at              

 



 

the music video for “Bones” and their performance of the song as part of High Blood , DATU                 
re-imagines "folk culture" within urban diasporic Toronto and asserts Filipino (indigenous)           
subjectivity within multilayered contexts. The parody and incredulity in performance, coupled           
with the intersections in music aesthetics, mediate the impossibility of the imagined home to              
return to, echoing the migrant realities faced by (young) Filipino Torontonians today. 
  
Giorelle Diokno is a first year PhD student at the University of Toronto Centre for Drama,                
Theatre, and Performance Studies. His research interests revolve around how contemporary           
Filipino folk dance imagines indigenous futurity and Filipino within the context of Canadian             
multiculturalism. More broadly, his interests include queer theory, Filipino studies,          
post/de-colonialist theory, performing object(s), and artistic gymnastics. 
 
 

PANEL 15 - Cultures and Listening 
1:45 - 3:30 - Moderator: Art Babayants 

 
Suelo Fertil: a telematic artistic platform for migrant women (audio essay) - Ximena             
Alarcón 

As part of my ongoing exploration of the in-between sonic space in migratory contexts              
(Alarcón 2014; 2015), I created the telematic project Suelo Fértil (‘fertile soil’) as an immersive               
and collaborative virtual space for creative sonic conversations between migrant women.  

Through a personal and collective reflective process, via Internet, eight women living in             
Linz, Mexico City, the UK, and the US, explored the conditions that each requires for that soil to                  
breath as fertile. Through Deep Listening practice (Oliveros 2005), including listening to their             
voices, dreams, memories, bodies, and environment, they recognised the vast territories that            
they inhabit and how these connect with their inner self. 
 In two public sonic performances each woman engaged in a telematic dialogue of words,              
voices and pre-recorded and live sounds with others, using a wide range of migration and               
fertility metaphors. The Internet and several technologies used for sound and connectivity            
worked together to strengthen their experience. The collaborative process behind the           
performance supported a needed intimacy, shared with others whom they had not known before              
the process, creating deep interconnections. 

In this audio essay, the listener is invited to immerse on the migrant women’s reflections               
on the space that has been shared, and the connections that they have established. The two                
telematic performances created in May and July 2016[1] are treated as sound archives             
interwoven with women’s creative process, their reflections and my commentaries. In-between           
bilingual voices, the listener is invited to perform a reflective listening exercise extracting the              
essence of the project beyond complete linguistic understanding. 
 Suelo Fértil is envisioned as a sustainable artistic platform: embracing virtual           
connections as a sonic architecture that connects physical spaces, to support the grounding and              
expansion of migrant women, so as to flourish in any soil. 
 
Dr. Ximena Alarcón is an artist interested in listening to interstitial spaces, such as dreams,               
underground transportation, and the ‘in-between’ space in the context of migration. To connect             
to such spaces her practice involves Deep Listening, telematic sonic improvisation using spoken             

 



 

word and everyday sonic environments, and the creation of online environments that expand             
our sense of place. With a PhD in Music, Technology and Innovation, from De Montfort               
University, she received a Leverhulme Early Career Fellowship 2007-2009, which led to the             
creation of the online environment ‘Sounding Underground' which links commuters’ listening           
experiences in London, Mexico and Paris metros. She gained a Deep Listening Certificate in              
2012, and teaches on the Deep Listening Training Program at the Rensselaer Polytechnic             
Institute. Since 2011 she has been Research Fellow at Creative Research into Sound Arts              
Practice (CRiSAP), London College of Communication, where she explores the migratory           
in-between sonic space through telematic performances. 
http://ximenaalarcon.net 
http://www.crisap.org/people/ximena-alarcon/ 
 
 
Listen up!: Performative Direct Address in Contemporary Canadian Drama - Signy Lynch 

J.L. Austin, in How to Do Things with Words, famously observed that words spoken on               
stage are, “in a peculiar way hollow and void,” as they don’t have any ‘real’ effect, and                 
characterized them as “parasitic” language (22). Responding to this assertion, Marvin Carlson            
has noted that direct address—speech made by a performer directly to the audience—will often              
contain statements that carry real weight in the non-fictive world. For example, the prologue of               
Shakespeare’s Henry IV part 2 opens with a request to the audience to ‘open your ears’, a                 
request that cannot be said to be ‘hollow’ as when the performer says this they are not merely                  
repeating something as part of the fictional play-world, but actually asking for the audience to               
perform this action (Carlson 21). My paper will explore how these types of theatrical utterances               
function and how they are negotiated and performed through direct address in two             
contemporary Canadian plays by Hannah Moscovitch: East of Berlin and The Russian Play . I              
will examine how Moscovitch employs the ‘realness’ of these interventions towards the creation             
of spaces of mixed reality, blending the ‘fictional’ play-world with the ‘real’ world of the audience,                
furthering the plays’ political agendas, and possibly even political efficacy, through direct            
address. 
 

Signy holds a BA Honours in Drama with a minor in Psychology from Queen’s              
University, where she served as artistic director of Vagabond Theatre from 2012-2014. In 2015              
she received her MA in Theatre and Performance Studies from York University. Her research              
focuses on direct address in contemporary Canadian performance, modes of performative           
address, and the rhetorical and artistic framing of the theatrical encounter by scholars and              
artists. She is also interested more broadly interested in ethnography, political theatre, and             
spectatorship. She is currently a PhD student at York University where she received the              
2015-2016 Don Rubin Dissertation Award, and is member of the Centre for Spectatorship             
Studies at the University of Toronto. 
 
 
(Re) Sounding America: Listening to Dissonant Latinidad in Luis Valdez’s Zoot Suit -             
Marci R. McMahon 

This presentation incorporates archival research – including audio recordings, sound          
design notes, and production soundtracks – to analyze Luis Valdez’s pivotal play Zoot Suit and               
its sonic performance of 1940s racial politics. The presentation argues that the lasting legacy of               
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Zoot Suit – from first productions at the Aquarius Theater and Mark Taper in Los Angeles                
(1978-1979) to recent productions across the Américas – is a result of the play’s engagement               
with not only what it means to look American but what it means to sound American. Zoot Suit , I                   
argue, intervenes in normative sonic citizenship by decentering the “dominant listening ear”            
(Stoever) and (re) sounding a transnational and dissonant U.S. identity. The play stakes claims              
to citizenship through the sound world of the play (the corrido ballads, big band swing, and                
pachuco music); this sound world engages with 1940s and the 1960s/1970s conceptions of             
citizenship and social movements. Additionally, I suggest that we must listen to Zoot Suit              
attuned to the larger politics of music in the body of work by Luis Valdez and his collaborators.                  
To this end, the presentation analyzes the role of the musicians who collaborated with Valdez               
and who created music for early productions, including Lalo Guerrero, Daniel Valdez, members             
of Los Lobos, among others. Finally, I listen to the protagonist El Pachuco as sounding the                
intersectionality and dissonance of latinidad; as a racialized Chicanx, the play makes legible the              
way Mexican American youth at that time sought to visually and sonically affirm their existence               
within the nation-state. 
  
Marci R. McMahon is an associate professor in the Literatures and Cultural Studies Department              
at the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. She received her Ph.D. from the University of                
Southern California with affiliations in the Department of American Studies and Ethnicity. She is              
the author of Domestic Negotiations: Gender, Nation, and Self-Fashioning in US Mexicana and             
Chicana Literature and Art (Rutgers University Press’s series Latinidad: Transnational Cultures           
in the United States, 2013). Her publications appear in Aztlán: A Journal of Chicano Studies;               
Chicana/Latina Studies: The Journal of MALCS; Frontiers: A Journal of Women’s Studies; and             
the Journal of Equity & Excellence in Education. Her current book project Listening to Latinidad:               
Sonic Cultural Citizenship in US Latinx Theater and Performance amplifies US national identity             
as an ongoing sonic performance, exploring how Latinx drama utilizes sonic performance to             
engage audiences with recurring debates about nationhood, immigration, gender, and sexuality. 
 
 
 
 

COLLAGE CONCERTS 
 

Collage Concert 1 (Thursday, February 2nd) 
 
Existentialism in Sound - Andrew A. Watts 

Existentialism in Sound is a project for soloist and live electronics recently completed in              
residence at Oberpfälzer Künstlerhaus and premiered at the 48th Ferienkurse für Neue Musik,             
Internationales Musikinstitut Darmstadt. The work addresses an individual's expressive         

 



 

transformation, moving along a gradient from the performer channeling their expressivity           
through the medium of his or her instrument to utilizing inherent musicality through fragmented              
speech. This effort is a continuation of my research into the compositional applications of              
linguicide or “language death”, focusing on the ability to convey meaning through the voice even               
when syntax is lost, fragmented, or otherwise unintelligible. 

Throughout Existentialism in Sound the soloist is accompanied by algorithmically          
generated electronic textures with quasi-random rhythmic durations applied to different          
acoustical models. The relationship between human and program also transforms over the            
duration of the piece. For the first section, the soloist's playing is not in anyway a response to                  
the modular electronics, but rather these are two sound generators (real and computer) bound              
by the same temporal schemes and both creating non teleological gestures (at times similar and               
at times in stark contrast). The second section features the soloist gradually moving away from               
instrumental expression, adopting more vocalizations in place of instrumental expressions.          
Concurrently, the Max/MSP patch heard since the beginning of the work cross-fades to a new               
algorithm. Instead of featuring various descending glissandi gestures to occasionally mirror the            
soloist, the electronics now emphasize high frequency outbursts from an otherwise low bass             
lamentation. The final section has the soloist listening for these outbursts as event cues. The               
relationship has now fully traversed the spectrum, from two independent entities of            
instrumentalist and electronics to a state of interdependence between the human speaking and             
the computer program randomly producing musical cues, unpredictable in length. 
 
Andrew Watts’ works, from chamber and symphonic music to multimedia and electro-acoustic,            
are actively performed throughout the US and Europe. His compositions have been premiered             
at world-renowned venues such as Ravinia, the MFA Boston, Jordan Hall, and the Holywell              
Music Room. In the past few years Mr. Watts has written for top musicians and ensembles                
including Tony Arnold, Séverine Ballon, Radical 2, and the LA Percussion Quartet. He is              
currently a doctoral candidate at Stanford studying with Brian Ferneyhough and working            
towards a DMA in Composition. Mr. Watts received his master's with distinction from Oxford and               
his bachelor's with academic honors from the New England Conservatory. In 2016 Mr. Watts              
attended the Internationales Musikinstitut Darmstadt and Composit Festival. In previous years           
he also participated in the Biennial Ostrava Days Institute, highSCORE Festival, Wellesley            
Composers Conference, Etchings Festival, Fresh Inc. Festival, New Music on the Point, and the              
Atlantic Music Festival. 
 
 
John Cage, Theater Piece (1960) - David Schotzko and the DRM376 Class 

Originally used as music for the choreographed piece by Merce Cunningham of the             
same title, Theatre Piece is a composition indeterminate of its performance, and one of Cage’s               
earliest works to use time brackets. These time brackets indicate a period of time within which                
an action may be made, taken from a gamut of 20 nouns and/or verbs chosen by the performer. 
 
 
RE:connect (2016) 
Choreographed by Sarah Hopkin; Music composed by Julia Mermelstein;  
Dancer - Kathleen Legassick; Musician - Olivia Shortt 

 



 

RE:connect is a collaborative dance and music work for solo dancer, baritone            
saxophone, and live electronics. RE:connect explores our dependence on technology and the            
epidemic of loneliness this has caused. The depth of the connections we make to other humans                
is now often sacrificed for the quantity of connections we make. We feel the need to constantly                 
be connected and share our experiences in order to feel that we are not alone, but in the                  
process we have forgotten how to connect with ourselves. This solo tracks one woman's journey               
of searching to reconnect with herself, and all the obstacles she faces along the way. 
**With support from the Toronto Council for the Arts** 
 
Sarah Hopkin is a freelance dance performer, choreographer, and educator. She has performed             
with Toronto Dance Theatre, demonstrated for Peggy Baker, and was a guest artist for Public               
Recordings' show in Ottawa. 
 
Kathleen Legassick is a freelance dance artist and choreographer from Ottawa, Ontario and is              
currently living and working in Toronto, Ontario. She has performed and worked with             
ProArteDanza, CCDT, Dance Theatre David Earle, and Coleman Lemieux & Compagnie.  
 
Julia Mermelstein is a composer who's music deals with textures and subtle changes in timbre               
that reveal a sense of duality. Julia’s compositions have been performed by The Array              
Ensemble, Ensemble Arkea, Toy Piano Composers Ensemble, Quatuor Bozzini, Windermere          
String Quartet, Quatrix, and OSI. 
 
Oliva Shortt is an emerging, Toronto-based saxophonist of Irish and Ojibway descent (Nipissing             
First Nation). She performs with the Dialectica Sax Quartet, Stereoscope Sax Duo & is a               
member of the organizing team for the Toronto Creative Music Lab. 
 
 
Notes of Who You Were - Leonard Stein and Liza Futerman 

Our dramatic and musical performance will examine the intersection of oral history and             
textuality through the Hasidic musical tradition. A young woman caring for her grandfather, who              
experiences dementia, wishes to learn of her grandfather’s former life in an Eastern European              
Jewish shtetl , but can only gain access to that past by singing old wordless Hasidic melodies                
(called niggunim ) to him. The young woman sings from sheet music transcribed by Jewish              
musicologists a century ago, trying to establish a meaningful connection with her grandfather.             
The notes on the page, while inaccurate and ossified, awaken the grandfather’s youth and allow               
for non-verbal communication. Each wordless niggun evokes the grandfather’s personal history,           
recalling aspects of his personality otherwise inaccessible at this stage in his life. 
 Our performance creatively engages in the tension between orality and textuality, live            
performance and the stabilized canon, tradition and reinterpretation, reality, memory,          
forgetfulness and imagination. Incorporating actual wordless melodies from the Hasidic tradition,           
our performance will highlight the conference’s theme of the evolution of sound and voice as it                
travels from lived experience to text and back again.  
  
Leonard Stein is a Connaught doctoral scholar at the Centre for Comparative Literature and the               
Anne Tanenbaum Centre for Jewish Studies at the University of Toronto. His research             
compares converso poetry, testimonials and literary appropriations of crypto-Jewish identity. He           

 



 

serves as the Vice President of the Society for Crypto-Judaic Studies. Additionally, he writes              
about contemporary music from minority cultures.  
  
Liza Futerman is a Vanier doctoral scholar at the Centre for Comparative Literature and the               
Anne Tanenbaum Centre for Jewish Studies at the University of Toronto, where she researches              
public discourses around dementia. Futerman is a writer and an avid advocate for just dementia               
care practices. She is the author of Keeper of the Clouds , a Graphic Medicine Narrative and the                 
founder of   www.ArtsForDementia.com . 
 
 
Ranges - Becca Moss 

High pitch, low pitch. Dark colour, bright squealo. Whistle tone, baritone bellow. The             
human voice reaches octaves of emotion that defy recorded sound waves. Music notes carry              
sensations which words, touch and text cannot communicate. The sounds of singing release             
endorphins, lower blood pressures, and relax relentless anxieties. Yet, how is one's range of              
voice indicative of her range of emotion? Through a chorus of disjointed genres and techniques,               
synthesis and understanding begins. A symphony of electronics, acoustics and percussive           
chords, echoes the landscape of rivalling thoughts, hormones and cerebral conflicts. Through            
experimentation, sound explores the manic highs of the voice, and the depressive lows which              
are susceptible to social suppression. This melange of musical sounds seeks to shed light onto               
sound as a metaphor for listening to the sounds of internal, mental illness - while phrasing                
illness in alternative ways. 
 
Becca Willow Moss is a singer from Toronto, Ontario. She is an advocate for emotional health                
through vocal experimentation, and believes that one's audible sound is indicative of a sound              
mind. She is thrilled to be here collaborating with local artists, instruments and synths. Through               
harmony and dissonance, discourses that destigmatize emerge. Featuring performance         
artists/musicians Khadijah Salawu,  David Arzia and Louis Boulet. 
 
 
Untitled - Off-Key Productions 

Over the last eighteen months, Off-Key Productions (formerly Twenty-Two Troubles          
Theatre) has been experimenting with recorded voice delivery verbatim, a technique in which             
pre-recorded interviews are delivered to actors live on stage through headphones. Our work             
focused on a series of individual and group interviews with Torontonians in their early to               
mid-twenties who identify as women about things that affected their daily lives. In performance,              
we found that the recorded delivery approach to verbatim allowed our performers to sonically              
reproduce the interviews as truthfully as possible and that our interviewees felt it was the               
approach that most honoured their stories. We are delighted to continue our experimentation             
with recorded delivery verbatim as part of the FOOT Festival, particularly in our explorations of               
gender in performance, listening, and storytelling. 
 
Carmen Kruk and Sophie Munden are the co-artistic directors of Off-Key Productions. Together,             
they created What She Said, a verbatim one-act which won the President’s Award for Best               
Production at the University of Toronto’s 2016 Drama Festival. The production is currently             
touring high schools and universities in Ontario. Carmen and Sophie are thrilled to continue              
working with Liz Der (actor), Cassidy Sadler (actor), and Julia Howman (production) on this              
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project. Erik Mrakovcic (actor) and Augusto Bitter (movement) are joining the Off-Key team for              
the first time. Carmen and Sophie would like to thank them for their openness and hard work.                 
They look forward to continue development with the whole team in the future. 
 
 
 
 

Collage Concert 2 (Feb 5th) 
 
The Light - Radio Theatre performance - Debashis Sinha 

The light is a sound work for voice and composed audio that has a multiple lives as a                  
work for stereo broadcast, surround sound dissemination and as a live audiovisual performance.             
Conceptually, it is an exploration of the sonic and visual properties of light itself, the spiritual                
impulse, and the magnification of everyday experience from the prosaic into the numinous.             
Using electroacoustic sound processes and compositional techniques as well as live spoken            
text, the light is an extension of the other poetic radio works Sinha has been creating over the                  
last decade. 

The theme of “light” is interpreted in this piece through the conceptually rich idea of the                
reaching for/of spiritual enlightenment and the numinous that is a central aspect of the human               
experience. Second, there is the sonic exploration of light itself in the creation of sound               
interpretations inspired by its visual properties. 

The mode of performance - laptop audio manipulations and live spoken text - has of               
course many points of contact with theatre practice as it is evolving these days. The most                
obvious one is the connection to the radio plays of the early 20th century, but also sound works                  
and sound performance practice that has been developing in the sound art/radio art world, a               
world which for some reason is not so connected to the theatre stage - which to be honest I find                    
quite mystifying. The poeticization of sound is an action that I often return to in my own sound                  
design and composition work in theatre, and the works I have created such as The Light owe                 
much to my collaborations in the theatre world. 

...Astonishing and inspiring. You have found an adventurous form between music,           
philosophy, and radio. 
 
Driven by a deep commitment to the primacy of sound in creative expression, Debashis Sinha               
has realized projects in radiophonic art, electroacoustic music, sound art, audiovisual           
performance, theatre, dance, and music across Canada and internationally. A winner of 2 Dora              
Awards for Best Original Sound Design, his credits include productions with: The Stratford             
Festival, Soulpepper Theatre Company, Why Not Theatre, Peggy Baker Dance Projects, Doug            
Varone, The Theatre Centre, Nightwood Theatre, Young People’s Theatre, Theatre Passe           
Muraille, inDance, Tribal Crackling Wind, Project Humanity, Canadian Rep Theatre, Volcano           
Theatre, Pleiades Theatre, MTC Warehouse and Necessary Angel. His live sound practice on             
the concert stage has led to appearances at MUTEK, the Guelph Jazz Festival, the Banff               
Centre, The Sound Symposium, ISEA, Madrid Abierto, and other venues, under his own name              
as well as his alias Upanishads.  www.debsinha.com 
 
 

 

http://www.debsinha.com/


 

"Writing for Sound and Spirit" - Toni Lester 
Toni Lester will give a short introductory talk about and presentation of a             

film/text/music/sound piece exploring how moments of transcendence (and the challenges of           
achieving them) are experienced by cultural and political mavericks or outsiders; in this case,              
the writer, Virginia Woolf. She has invited Uri Livne-Bar and Jenn Boulay from the University of                
Toronto dance and theater program to perform dance/movement to accompany the piece. 
 
Toni Lester is a composer and multi-media artist using music, film, sound design, and text. She                
has created work for film, dance, theater, concerts and site specific performances. Lester             
received her Masters in Music (with honors) from the New England Conservatory, where she              
studied with composer William Thomas McKinley, ethnomusicologist Robert Labaree, and          
MacArthur Genius honoree/composer George Russell. She also has graduate degrees from           
Georgetown University and Northeastern University. Lester has received numerous awards,          
commissions and/or residencies from such organizations as the U.S. National Composer's           
Guild, the Mellon Foundation, the Wurlitzer Foundation, Brandeis University, Clark University,           
Ragdale Artist Residency, the Fine Arts Work Center, Mesa Refuge, and Wellesley College,             
among others. Her new CD, "Will The Time Ever Come ~ Art Songs and Chamber Music                
Inspired By Nature", can be found at CDbaby.com.  
 
 
Amplified Accidents: How do you want it to Sound? - Steven Conway 

The room is a studio or a performance space. 
It is filled with musicians and instruments and audio engineers and audience members 
and recording equipment. 
Every element is trying its very best to do its job. 
You are listening through monitors. 
You can decide what to include in the recording. 
Please don't make any unwanted sounds. 

 
Steven Conway is an interdisciplinary musician, theatre artist, and performer based in Toronto.             
A graduate of U of T's MA program at the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and Performance Studies,                 
Steven focuses upon participatory audience engagement, performative phenomenology, and         
physical sonic environments. He presented a paper entitled "'One Nation Under a Groove':             
Queer Utopia and the Performative Aesthetics of P-Funk" at FOOT 2015: Queer(ing)            
Performance. 
 
 
Quiet Music for Strings - Alex Christie 
 Quiet Music for Strings is a multi-media composition for any string instrument, live             
electronics, and video. The sonic focus is the application of heavy amplification and timbral              
processing effects to, in this case, the violin. These effects are switched on and off (by the                 
computer) based on evolving probabilities and manipulate the perceived “size” of the very quiet              
sounds produced on the violin. A similar but discrete system generates the video projections              
which function primarily as lighting devices focused on the performer. The complete            
system/environment creates sequences of (accidental) synchronicity, counterpoint, and        

 



 

simultaneity. The audio processing alters the timbre and spatial qualities of violin sound as the               
projection illuminates the performer from different angles, casts shadows, and accentuates           
physical gesture. The result is a constantly shifting perspective of the linkage between sound,              
light, architectural space, and physical performance. 
 An important goal of this piece is the creation of an interdisciplinary performance             
environment that allows the audience to engage from multiple perspectives. This piece is             
adaptable to many performance spaces. Depending on the architectural space, the performer            
can be placed in the audience or other non-stage locations. Not only is the physical               
arrangement flexible, but due to the nature of the live electronics, the piece’s duration can be                
adjusted to last for seconds, minutes, hours, days, etc. These variable aspects allow for              
site-specific performances that account for different spaces, audiences, and environments. 
 
Alex Christie makes acoustic music, electronic music, and interdisciplinary art in many forms.             
His work has been called “vibrant”, “interesting, I guess”, and responsible for “ruin[ing] my day”.               
He collaborates with artists in a variety of fields and is particularly interested in the ways in                 
which acoustic and electronic sound worlds intersect. 
Recently, Christie’s work has explored the ecology of performance in interdisciplinary art and             
interactive electronic music. Through the use of real-time audio processing, video, lighting, and             
theater, Christie expands performance environments to offer multiple lenses through which the            
audience can experience his work. He is curious about the design of power structures, systems               
of interference, and indeterminacy in electroacoustic performance and composition. 
Christie holds degrees from the Oberlin Conservatory and Mills College and is currently             
pursuing a PhD in Composition and Computer Technologies (CCT) at the University of Virginia              
where he is a Jefferson Fellow. 
 

 


